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(Partially Subterranean
Library Planned Soon
by Jack Fansmith
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The fall of 1968 has been set as the tentative opening
date for the new Georgetown University Main Library, and
although the final architectural plans have not yet been
drawn, ground breaking is expected to begin next summer
on the site currently occupied by the east tennis courts.
According to a memorandum put out by the New Library Planning Committee,
Richardsonian Air current plans call for a five
story building, partly above,
Aids Instr. Manion and partly below, campus
Completing Thesis leveL This new structure
should have a capacity of apMr. James J. Manion, Jr., proximately 1,000,000 vol u me s,
a seven year ins,tructor in more than tripling the existing lithe English Department at brary capacity:
The new library is designed to
Georgetown University, has
replace Riggs Memorial Library
left the faculty this year to located in the Healy and Maguire
teach across town at Trinity buildings. Library officials feel that
College.
The Other Trinity
A graduate of Trinity College
at Hartford, Mr. Manion received
his M.A. from Harvard University in 1950. After teaching at
St. Joseph's College and Harvard University for terms of five
and three years respectively, he
came to Georgetown in 1957. Since
that time he has been writing his
thesis on the Irish poet, James
Stephens, for his Ph.D. Unfortunately he did not complete his
degree during this period and was
refused tenure by the University
last year.
Problem Plagued
Various problems have plagued
Manion over the past fifteen years
in his attempts to complete his
two hundred page thesis.
According to University rules,
an instructor who has completed
seven years on the staff must either
be given tenure or be released.
Bright Body
When interviewed by the HOYA
Manion stated that he found hi~
new female students "a body of
extremely bright young women"
and described Trinity College as
"an excellent school, holding fast
to the same intense intellectual
standards as Georgetown."
Thus having rendered homage
to his new found employer, he announced that he expects completion of his thesis in the next few
weeks, but failed to speculate upon
his return to the G.U. campus.
While teaching the class of 1969
(Continued on Page 12)

DR. MANION

in spite of constant expansion and
reorganization Riggs Library has
virtually reached its limits and in
the future would be inadequate to
serve campus needs.
To Serve All Schools
The new library will serve all
of the university's undergraduate
and graduate schools, but the separate libraries of the Law and
Medical centers, and the Astronomy and Science Libraries will remain as separate entities. The
Walsh Reading Room, however,
would no longer be needed as a library facility and would revert to
the School of Foreign Service.
Another feature of the new' library which is of interest to the
student body is its proposed seating capacity of 1500, a vast improvement over the existing facilities.
The planning committee feels
that the proposed new library
should adequately fill the university's needs for the next 20 to 25
years, but the plans are being
drawn with an eye to the eventual
need of even further expansion.
Increased Space
In addition to increased shelf
and seating space, the plans for
the new library call for expansion
of existing services such as photo
duplication and the audio-visual
room, and perhaps the creation of
new ones such as a "drive-in"
book receptacle.
Although it is too early to tell
the exact cost of the new library,
a good part of its financing, approximately one-third of the total
cost, will be covered by a grant
from the Federal government.
The Library Planning Committee, which is pricipally responsible
for the current plans, is a group
of 14 members, both faculty, student and library personneL Thus,
all interested groups had a voice
in organizing the various features
of the new building. Special consideration was given to the lighting, acoustical arrangements, and
psychological comforts.
Although many of the auxiliary
features are still only in the planning stage, they include such
things as typing rooms, special
smoking rooms, a map and print
room, and to the relief of many of
you familiar with Healy - rest
rooms. Features, which after careful consideration were excluded,
are, among others an auditorium,
vending machine room, and an art
gallery. The lack of these, is however, more than made up for by
the greatly increased convenience
and utility of those features and
services which have been included.

Citizens' Vigilantes War
Against Novice Imbibers
In Georgetown Area
The tavern area of Georgetown located on M Street has
grown over the last few years
into what is now considered
a problem spot. The "strip"
goes from 28th to 34th Street
and now has 38 licensed bars and
restaurants.
Parking Space, Drinking
In a interview with Captain Kennedy of the 7th Precinct, The
HOYA discovered that the problem is twofold. Georgetown has
only a limited parking capacity
and a parking problem is ereated
every weekend when non-Georgetown people come to visit the various establishments. Captain Kennedy mentioned that the precinct
uses three cranes every weekend
to remove illegally parked cars.
The second problem is due to the
drinking age of 18 in the District.
"The center of the problem is in
the 18-19 age group, non- university youths who come from Maryland and Virginia where the drink-

University Family Gathers
At Mass of Holy Spirit
by Jim Capra
The fresh spirit of the Vatican Council was in evidence
Sunday at the solemn dedication of the academic year, the
Mass of the Holy Spirit. In what was called one of Georgetown's rare moments of truth, students, faculty members
and administration officials gathered around the altar to
invoke ~he Holy Spirit's help in the endeavors of the 1965-66
academic year.
The Mass, which was held
Keating, Kane Seek
in McDonough Gymnasium,
New Solution to Fix was marked by a number of
Domestic Aid Grudge changes. The amount of singing done by the people, in gen. by Frank Kelly

Council presidents met with
University officials last Friday to discuss campus griev"M STREETERS"
ances. This was the second
ing age is 21." The result is ob- of a series of such meetings.
scene language and loud, boisterous Those present were Rev. John
behavior by inexperienced drinkers
which often ends in damage to the
private property of Georgetown
residents. Captain Kennedy said
that the increase in arrests in
June and July was' up 76 per cent
over the same period last year.
He feels that the situation is rather
steady at present with no immediate signs of change.
Citizens Association
The fight against the M Street
area is being led by the Citizens
Association of Georgetown: "Each
week thousands of tavern patrons
swarm into Georgetown, many of
them rowdies who spill into our
residential neighborhood creating
untold disturbances, vandalism, and
parking violations."
8.2480
The Association is using two
basic methods to try to improve
the situation. One is to get the
legal drinking age of the District
raised to 21. Such a step was
taken by Senator Hugh Scott
(R-Pa.) on August 31 when he introduced such a bill (S. 2480). At
the same time, the Association is
keeping a close watch on the D. C.
Alcoholic Beverage Control board
to try to stop all further license
issuing. This summer the Association was able to have two license
applications denied, and another
license. suspended for 3 days.

F. Devine, S.J., Mr. Donald R.
Buckner, Mr. John J. Pateros,
Frank Keating and Tom Kane.
This week's meeting was held
specifically to discuss the current
maid service situation in the dormitories.
Mr. Pateros, Vice President for
Business and Finance of the University opened with remarks to the
effect that rising costs have made
a five day per week maid service for every room on campus impossible at the current prices for
rooms. The University had to decide whether to hike the rates for
dormitory residents, or cut the
number of employees in the Housekeeping department. The- University decided to cut down on the
staff. The result, he said, was a
substantial savings for the University.
'Frank Keating, Yard President,
voiced objection to the present
setup. Whereas the rooms had not
been properly maintained in the
past, he stated, they were being
hardly maintained at present.
At this point there was questions about the degree of reduction in service. Keating pointed
out that the maids only enter students' rooms twice a 'week whereas
before they had entered them five
days a week. His' conclusion was
that maid service had been reduced
by three-fifths. The others at the
(Continued on Page 9) ,

eral, was much greater than that
of former years. Unique was the
adaptation of a modern folk song,
"Kumbya," for singing. Also, certain parts of the Mass normally
spoken only by the priest were said
by the people who were reading out
of small booklets made up for the
occasion. Finally, the Mass was
can celebrated by twelve priests who
sang the consecration in Latin, a
practice recently okayed by Vatican II.

Educational Co-operation
These semi-innovations were designed to point out to administration, faculty and students that education at Georgetown is a joint
enterprise. Emphasizing this point,
Rev. Lawrence McHugh, 8.J. in his
sermon stated that in a spirit of
humility all elements of the university have been gathered to express
their common need of help in the
coming year_
Agitators
However, in another part of his
sermon, Father McHugh referred
to the students "grabbing for
power" and "trying to take over
the university." He also mentioned
students agitating for causes outside the university. He pointed to
the traditional idea of "Jesuit discipline" as one of the major questions facing Georgetown today.
Long Time
Although efficiently run, the
Mass lasted one hour and ten
minutes, due to the many communions and the unfamiliarity of
many with the new rubrics. Following Mass, coffee 'and donuts
were served in the parking lot to
the two thousand people in attendance.
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Editorial:
Georgetown Confidential
Returning students were furnished with a course critique by members of the Class of '67 during registration
week. The purpose of the report was to inform students,
helping them to select their courses, and influence teachers
to improve their courses. The students involved felt they
had a right to make their opinions known in ,printed form.
However one does not define a right unilaterally; the
moral responsibility and rights of the faculty members are
also involved. Public evaluation can do personal harm to a
professor in his relationship with colleagues and the academic world at large. This point takes on added emphasis
when we consider that the faculty has no means at its disposal with which to defend itself. Channels already exist
which should be used to voice dissatisfaction with a professor-department chairmen, the deans, or the Vice President
-before individual evaluations are published.
The resulting classroom situation should also be taken
into account. Teaching is not a public occupation, yet professors will now feel they are publicly (i.e., in a published
report) accountable to students aspiring to earn degrees
they hold. This will result in a certain alienation between all
professors and their students although only one, two or
even none are criticized. Evaluations in other universities
are mostly irresponsible and at times malicious. Often they
are public trials with no recourse, or an old tradition and
therefore kept somewhat in context.
If these evaluations are to have any merit they must be
done on a statistical basis, enlisting professional help of
faculty members, versed in statistics and sociology, who
have experience in making up questionnaires. If this were
done, students would have objective facts and could make
their own evaluation.

Maid Service

A "Bitch-In on the Multervisity",
a vocal referendum on the problems of student life, has been
scheduled early in October at the
University of Colorado. Modeled
after the teach-ins on Vietnam,
the bitch-in will be aimed at attacking what the student thinks
is wrong with the university, why,
and what can be done about it.
As each student enters the auditorium, he will be given a numbered IBM card which he will be
encouraged to bend, fold, staple, or
mutilate. In numerical order, each
card-holder will have five munite
to sound off.
Grill Discotheque
Saturday evening marked the
grand opening of the New South
Grill. Hoyas swarmed to take advantage of the first night free admission, with live band and discotheque dancing. The Grill is
now open nightly 7 to 12, with live
juke box and discotheque dancing.
David A. Tyler and rtobert W.
Mohr have joined the growing list
of Georgetown graduates who have
entered the Peace Corps. Tyler and
Mohr, completed their eleven week
training period at Brown University and were to have left September 11 for Tunisia. This group of
trainees will begin teaching English in Tunisian Secondary schools
after receiving additional training
in that country. This group will
extend the efforts of 70 Peace
Corpsmen who have been teaching
since September, 1964.

The Student Council Presidents met last week with Mr.
John Pateros, Vice President for Business and Finance.
They discussed the maid situation and voted to place the
present system on a two week trial basis. The lone dissenting vote was registered by Yard President Frank Keating.
Although the problems involved in the decision to cut Maid
Service are complex, we agree with Mr. Keating that a two
week trial period is only postponing positive action. In two
weeks the problem will be the same and the two Presidents
will have to work from the position that the present situation is the accepted one. From this point the students could
either pay more to reinstate the original service or accept
the present system. At present the system is only a' questionable two day service. It may be more advantageous in
the long run to eliminate the service entirely, hold the students responsible for their rooms, and refund the money
they pay for the "two day" service they now receive.
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Fee, Fie, Fo, Fum . . .

Letters To The Editor
Dress Regulations
To the Editor:
In reference to your recent article on the dress regulations enforced on the Georgetown University campus I want to say that I
am in complete accord. In the past
I had attended a campus of the
University of California where no
dress regUlations whatsoever were
enforced-and my life there was a
truly harrowing experience. I saw
students in jeans, loafers and
sweatshirts without coats and ties,
and I think it was disgraceful. In
a free country like ours people
shouldn't be allowed to perambulate
a university campus without their
necks well enveloped in silk or
synthetic, and, besides, the hideousness of an open collar-exposing
an incredible network of obscene
muscles, ligaments and sinews of
all sorts-is a sight I hope not
many of our class will have to bear.

(Continued on Page 12)

Marty's
To the Editor:
Some time last year a questionaire was handed out to gather
Student opinions on possible improvement of the Cafeteria. It is
gratifying to see the results. In
res~)Onse to suggestions, the Cafetena has:
1) Raised the price of milk to
$2.08 per gallon. (at 13 cents per
half-pint)
2) Raised the price of pie from
15 to 20 cents per piece.
3) Continued to charge two cents
per pat of butter. (Why not offer
(Continued on Page 10)
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In California, believe it or not,
the people just go around dressing
as they please-no sort of conformity at all is enforced. In conditions
such as those how can people really
be expected to think. With such
variety everywhere the mind is confused with contradictions and you
must see how thought is stifled.
Everywhere there is an air of confusion, people seem to be supremeThe Walsh Area Women's Committee will sponsor a Fashion
Show Sunday, October 10, at 2
P.M. in the Hall of Nations. The
event is open to all women students and faculty members.
Earl Allen, a Georgetown merchant, will present his Fall collection of campus attire, afternoon
wear, and evening gowns. Foxhall
Coiffeurs Ltd. will show the latest
in hairstyles. There will also be
a number of door prizes contributed by Beyda's Petites, Trapeze
Shop, Pappagallo's and Earl Allen.
Kathy Lilly and Alexandra Mihailesco are co-chairman of the
program.
The women's group, a committee
of the Walsh Area Student Council, exists as a forum for the interests and opinions of the women
students. The committee is composed of class representatives from
the Walsh Area schools. Melanne
Starinshak is chairman of the committee.
McDonough Gymnasium was a
restricted area last weekend during a mysterious Bankers' Forum.
The HOY A reporters were turned
back at the doors as they attempted
to cover the story. All that we
have of the weekend is a memory
of dodg-ing Continentals in front
of Healy.
!'resident Johnson invited the
Mask and Bauble to do the lighting
for last weeks ballet performance

ly preoccupied with their their appearance and they all maintain
these artificial facades-asthough
they were different from anybody
else. Thank God for our haven
here in Georgetown is all I can say.
And as far as the rules are concerned, I bet that even if there
were no dress regulations here on
campus we'd all wear coats and
ties to class and all anyway. After
all, we realize which are the really
important traditions of our heritage and being permitted to dress
as one please certainly isn't one of
them. Why that's as silly as being
able to do whatever one pleases,
and that's ridiculous.
Carl J. Stephani
SFS '66
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by Gerard Mitchell and John Crosby

ARTICLE 14(b)
. With student zeal for civil and academic freedoms reaching all-time
heIghts, there is one prominent political issue on which all of us should
find agreement: namely that section 14 (b) of the Taft-Hartley Act
which allows for state right-to-work laws should be retained.
This controversial section provides that the states shall have the
power to declare that membership or non-membership in a labor union
should not be made a condition of the opportunity to remain in the employment of any employer. State right-to-work laws, in other words,
guarantee that workers have the option of joining or not joining a
union; they outlaw the so-called union shop whereby workers must either
join the union or forfeit their jobs.
The battle over 14 (b) rages on because a large portion of the public
has been led to believe that right-to-work laws, while admittedly extending individual liberties, still pose an intolerable threat to workers'
economic security and effective unionism. Yet as plausible as such an
assertion might seem, it has little or no basis in fact or, for that matter,
in accepted economic theory. First of all, it can't be said that right-towork laws have depressed the earnings of production workers, for
average weekly earnings in right-to-work states have increased by
46.8'/r in the last decade compared to only 42.8% in the union shop
,states. And six of the fifteen states with the highest weekly earnings
for production workers are right-to-work states. What slender probity
may still reside in the economic argument against right-to-work laws
vanishes when you consider that in the few Southern states where wages
are low the reason is not lack of unions, but rather lack of substantial
capital formation. In short, wages are determined by productivity not
by the level of unionization.
'
But let's be precise: our case is not against a high degree of unionization, but ag-ainst compulsory unionization. The irony of this whole
matter is that unions have had most of their great organizing successes
of the last fifteen years in the right-to-work states. Apparently the fact
that workers can more easily exercise control over their union leaders
under right-to-work laws has induced many additional workers to vote
(Continued on Page 11)
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Food, Maid Problems
Jay Crosson to Replace
Dixon in Yard's Group
On University Unification
by Ed Santora
The University food and maid
services were the main issues
under examination at last Sunday's
Student Council meeting.
Frank Keating, President of the
Yard, delivered his reports on the
meetings he has had with university officials concerning these
problems. Keating reported that
the food service had promised an
explanation for the hike in food
prices this semester. Concerning
the removal of Macke machines,
Keating stated that the food service was primarily responsible. Mr.
Buckner commented, however, that
new Macke machines would be
installed if Rev. T. Byron Collins,
S.J., Vice-president for Business
Management of the University, did
not object.
Answers Protests
In his report on his discussions
with Father Collins concerning the
maid service, Keating stated that
the reduction in service stemmed
from a $90,000 loss by the university in housekeeping last year.
In response to student protests,
however, Mr. Pateros, Business
Vice-president of the University,
stated that a two week trial
period of the new system would
be initiated. During this time maid
schedules will be posted on corridors, access to cleaning utensils
will be given to students and prefects will make a weekly check
of the rooms and report on their
condition to the Office of Business
and Finance.
Dean Explains Debt
Thomas Fitzgerald, S.J., Dean of
the College, then appeared before
the council to answer further questions on these matters. Concerning
the food service, he stated that
the University absorbed a loss of
approximately $90,000 last year.
When questioned on the size of
last years' dormitory deficit, Father
Fitzgerald explained that the University had to pay $500,000 in car• rying charges on loans for the
construction of the new dorms.
Unification
Keating then turned to the reVISIon of the Yal'd Unification
Committee. Jay Crosson has been
named chairman to replace Bob
Dixon and Joe O'Brien, Junior
Class Council Representative, has
been added to the committee.
In his first report, Crosson
stated the university-wide unification committee would hold open
meetings on Sundays at 4 p.m. and
Tuesdays at 5:30 p.m. in the Board
Room of the Nursing School. In a
change of policy, student observers
will be allowed at the meetings
but may not speak. They may,
however, submit written suggestionls to the committee.

Automobile Owners,
Perambulators Find
Beaneries Critiqued
by Bill Mayer
To Marty's or not to Marty's, that is the question pondered by many hungry Hoyas.
This article will briefly outline, to the fed up Hoya, various eating places in the area
and their respective price ranges.
Steak

Dean Discusses Deficit

Selling of Tickets Begins
Tomorrow for fall Fest;
Scheduled for Mid-month

In walking distance are several
fine and fairly low priced restaurants. Those who enjoy steak are
highly advised to go to the Paramount Steak House, on Wisconsin
Avenue, for an inexpensive and
good steak dinner. A general and
again relatively inexpensive establishment is the Potomac Restaurant, on M Street near Wisconsin
A venue. Of course, the Tombs and
the Carry out, both portions of the
"1789", are always good suggestions.
Other spots include the
Hoyas, on M street which offers
a wide variety of sandwiches;
Kiki's an Italian type restaurant
on Wisconsin Avenue; and Weissmuller's for those who desire a
quick sandwich and a bottle of
soda. Naturally, the White and
Little Taverns are present throughout Georgetown. However, if you
have to go to these excellent establishments make sure your account
is settled with the Student Health
Service.

by Joe O'Brien
As is traditional, the social
calendar at Georgetown opens
with the Fall Fesival. This
event, sponsored by the ColBreakfast, Pizza
lege Student Council, is schedCars make eating problems much
uled for the 15 and 16 of easier to solve. The various Hot

October. The Co-Chairman of the Shoppes in the area offer the travWeekend are Barry Kingham and elling Hoya a good place to eat
breakfast, lunch, or dinner. An
Don Dillon.
excellent and inexpensive Italian
restaurant
is Caruso's on 13th and
Grand Ball
E streets downtown. The menu is
On Friday night, there will be strictly Italian and the service is
a formal dance in the Grand Ball- excellent. Everything is offered
room of the Mayflower Hotel from from eggplant parmigiana to pizza.
9 P.M. to 1 A.M. Entertainment Another good Italian restaurant
will be provided by Lee Castle and is Giovanni's where the prices are
the Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra and moderate. Eddie Leonard's Sandwich Shops are present throughmixed drinks will be served.
The Committee will provide for out the Washington area, if needed.
those students who wish to rent
Chicken, J. Edgar
tuxedos and buy corsages.
Howie's Chicken Bucket delivers
Saturday night will feature a
rock and roll dance in the gym to the campus if anyone is interfrom 8:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M. The ested in having dinner in bed.
Several restaurants can be rated
Four Tops and the Choker Campbell Orchestra will provide the en- in all respects as excellent. These
tertainment. Beer will be served places should be frequented when
and a coat and tie will be the re- one decides to "go out" for dinner.
Included in this group are the
quired attire.
Occidental, Blackie's House of
Beef, the Carriage House, the Rib
Splits Available
Room of the Mayflower Hotel
The price for the entire week- where J. Edgar Hoover eats freend is $15.00. Split tickets for the quently, and Harvey's for seafood.
weekend will be available. Tickets
Jet Set Eats
for Friday night will cost $8.00
and one for Saturday night $7.00.
For those on a restricted budget
Tickets will go on sale this Fri- of perhaps $90 a week several
day and Kingham and Dillon are restaurants are available. The Four
looking forward to a "packed Georges, a part of The Georgetown
house" both evenings. Frank Keat- Inn, immmediately comes to mind.
ing, President of the College Stu- Also, the Rive Gauche offers the
dent Council, expects this years frugal Hoya French delicacies at
Fall Festival to be as much of a reasonably high prices.
it has always been in
(Continued on Page 12)

FIGHTING ON THE FRONT . . . The recent India-Pakistani
skirmishing was the subject of two lectures delivered by representatives of the respective countries.

by Art Wallenstein
To bring the Indian-Pakistani conflict closer to the
Georgetown student, People-to-People recently invited representatives of the two countries to speak in the Hall of
Nations.
A. A. Farook of the Pakistani Embassy delivered the
first speech on Septemb~r 29 before a capacity crowd in the
Hall of Nations. He said that
the British believed that they
Father Hurley Runs had
united India, but two
Off-Campus Living; states, India and Pakistan,
formed because the gap
Establishes Rapport were
between Moslems and Hindus
One of the least glorified was too wide. Great stress was put
yet most important offices at on tht! fact that Kashmir is preGeorgetown is the office of dominately a Moslem state and
that the religion, culture and econOff Campus Housing. The omy
were all closely linked with
HOY A recently interviewed Pakistan.
Mr. Farook stated that the
Rev. Lawrence Hurley, S.J.,
director of that office.
"It is the immediate goal of Off
Campus Housing, to assist those
students in finding adequate accommodations' who, are unable to
live on campus." This is our main
concern. ,However I would like to
believe that'students think of this
office more as a service to off
campus students than as an investigatory or police force which
is constantly prying into students'
affairs.
Aims
"What we try to do once the students are living off campus is to
establish rapport between them and
their landlords. Our off campus
prefect, George Martin, merely
checks up on the living conditions
to make sure students are getting
a fair deal, and hears out complaints against overbearing landlords.
"Many students are afraid to
file complaints in this office because they feel we will be indifferent to their problems. This is
not the case. Our purpose is to
help students with' any difficulties
they might encounter."
Meager Origins

Trial Period
John Callagy, president of the
Senior Class, reported that as a
result of a meeting with Mr.
Pateros, the Business Office has
agreed to a two week research
program on the fesibility of an oncampUs laundry service. Mr. Callagy promised the council a report' on the results of this program.
Ron Esposito, the Executive
Secretary of the Yard, reported
that he would begin publishing a
monthly Yard bulletin containing
summaries of reports of Student
Council activities. Esposito stated
he hoped this would result in
greater student interest and participation in student government
activities.

Pakistan, Indian Envoys
Disagree on I(ey Issue

FOUR TOPS

LARRY CASTLE

The office of Off Campus Housing
had its meager origins in the file
cabinet of one Rev. Armand Guicheteau, S.J., who conceived the
idea of helping those students
forced to live off campus to find
housing. In 1961, Fr. Guicheteau
obtained a small office in Nevils
Building. Two years later he acquired the present office, located
on the first floor of Old North.
In July, 1964, Fr. Guicheteau became chaplain at the National Institute of Health, and the directorship of Off Campus Housing fell
into the hands of Fr. Hurley. Fr.
Hurley's previous experience as
Housemaster of the Freshman
Quadrangle proved benefiicial in
that he now knows personally many
of the upperclassmen who request
the services of his office.

pledges made by the Indian government would "put to shame any
modern Machiavelli." He further
stated that "India never honored
her commitments and defied all attempts by the United Nations to
solve the problem."
"India Invaded Pakistan"
As for the recent crisis the Pakistani
representative
decisively
claimed that "India invaded Pakistan," and condemned India as a
country that had championed "nonviolence." He was definite about
the fact that only the Kashmiri
people should be able to decide with
whom they want to be aligned, and
that India had denied the people
of Kashmir the right of self-determination.
On the following evening Mr.
A. S. Chib, First Secretary of the
Indian Embassy, presented his
country's case to another full
house. Mr. Chib concurred with
Mr. Farook that a Hindu ruler has
aligned Kashmir with India, but
here be began to differ.
Mr. Chib said that with this
alignment Kashmir became a part
of India and that there is now no
need for a plebiscite because no
legal situation for one exists. Using the American Civil War as an
example, Mr. Chib said that when
the Southern States demanded the
right to secede from the Union the
Federal Government said that they
had no right to do so. Their right
of self determination was not being abused because they were legallly part of the United States.
India claims that Kashmir falls
under the same circumstances, and
Kashmir, as an integral legal part
of India, cannot secede from the
Indian state. Mr. Chib made a
point of showing the relationship
between Pakistan and China in the
events preceding the recent crisis
and hinted some sort of collusion
existed between the two. He called
China a "massive belligerent power" with only the most hostile of
intentions in aiding Pakistan. By
repeated "aggressive.
(Continued on Page 9)
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MY TURN
by James J. Mata

Pe?'haps, too, I could stunt the poison growth of unlimited cuts by unleashing sudden-death quizzes on the delinquents. But I do not teach my subject in order to ambush
the unwary, no?' to contribute beyond bare necessity to the
perverse rat race for marks. I want my students to be in
class so that we may explore as a group the basic natural
values of om' Judeo-Ch1'istian cultu1'e.
-L. C. McHugh, S.J.
(from The HOYA, Fri., May 14, 1965)

Capt. Kelly Enjoins
Professor Tasks of
War College Flyer

nelius B. Kelly III. Kelly replaces
Lieut. Colonel T. P. Ferratto, who
has been transferred to the War
College at Montgomery, Alabama,
the Air Force's senior service
school.
P.C. Grad
The new commander, a 1953
graduate of Providence College
under the old Aviation Cadet program, is a wing navigator in his
third year at Georgetown. He is
very pleased with the fact that the
Air Force ROTC has changed to
the two year program called for
under "Reserve Officer Training
Corps Vitalization Act of 1964"
because this is "better suited to
Air Force Philosophy." Georgetown is one of only twelve schools
operating under this plan and
boasts a solid corps of 23 seniors
and 31 juniors under Cadet Colonel
David T. Wolcott.
No Morning Drill
Entrance into Air Force ROTC
under the new program is open
to those sophomores who have
successfully completed the Officer's
Qualifying test, physical examination, and six weeks of summer
camp prior to their entrance into
junior year.
Among the other features under
the new plan are a graduate school
approach in the classroom, with
the student doing most of the
work, and no early morning drill.
Also, an Angel Flight section of
the Arnold Air Society is beginning under the chairmanship of
Coed Andrea Poole (SFS '68). At
the present time there are seven
Angel Flight members. The group
is open to all qualified woman students.
(Continued on Page 11)

not been properly conditioned to accept unlimited cuts and therefore
deprive themselves through their immaturity of a very vital part of a
!:'tudent's education, the teacher.
The argument runs like this. We more than agree that the teacher
is an important part of a student's education. We disagree however
with the first assumption concerning "conditioning." By definition the
(Continued on Page 7)

Mr. Wright Reviews Dole
To Campus Organizations
In Spending Explanation

by Mike Feeley
The same ingenuity that brought discotheque from New York to
Georgetown recently produced a new form of entertainment ... cinematheque. The place is Groovy's and the man is Frank Weis, a former
Hoya. Located at 34th and M Streets, this theatre-nightclub has
achieved local success and regional acclaim since opening six weeks ago.
To visualize this unique nightspot, picture the comforts of a nightclub with its round cocktail tables, plush carpet and menu of sandwiches
dinners and beverages. Add a 16mm. camera projecting the best of
movie classics on a 12 by 10 foot screen. Seat eighty-five downstairs
and forty more in the balcony. Darken the lights, order your drinks
sit back and enjoy yourself.
It's so easy to do because a relaxed casual atmosphere permeates
the room. There is an undertone
of whispers as couples comment,
joke and chatter. No one even
minded when my date bellowed a
hearty laugh. The distinctive thing
about Groovy's is that there are
so many things going on. In addition to the movie, it's interesting to
watch the waiters try to be quiet
and considerate as they slither to
your table, taking an order or refilling your popcorn bowl. It's a
challenge to read the thirty-year
old poster reprints on the wall
while the lights are out. All this
adds to the enjoyment of the main
feature.
Groovy's has three shows nightly
-7:30, 9:30 and 11:30 Monday
through Thursday, 8:00, 10:00 and
12:00 on Friday and Saturday with
no midnight show on Sunday.
Weekdays there is a $2.00 minimum
($2.50 on weekends) which can get
you two beers and most of a grilled
cheese sandwich. The prices are
reasonable considering the fact that
there is no cover charged for the
movie,
GROOVY'S
(Continued on Page 9)

Frosh Women Oriented
To University Jungle

Army and Air Force ROTC
at Georgetown have undergone marked changes this
year. The Air Force ROTC
section has a new professor
of Air Science in Capt. Cor-

The above quote is an excerpt from a letter criticizing
the evils inherent in the "unlimited cut" privilege presently
granted to upperclassmen. A rule which Father McHugh,
teacher of required courses in ethics for college juniors and
seniors, believes lured large groups of students into sleeping
through their early morning lectures last year. (He complained about too frequent turnouts of 13 to 18 for classes
of 76 and 95).
The statement itself has an admitted sense of dignity
which curiously engages even the most gung-ho "unlimited
cuts" fan.
Unfortunately, in his initial senior classes this year
Father McHugh declared unlimited one-man war on "unlimited cuts," decided to "stunt the poison growth," agreed
to "ambush the unwary" and made a giant step forward
in the contribution "beyond bare necessity to the perverse
rat race for marks" with the announcement of daily roll
and the "unleashing of sudden-death (sneak) quizze~ on
the delinquents."
Reversing his martyr's stand of last year, Father McHugh introduced roll call and sneak quizzes. He informed
The HOYA in a telephone interview that he is serious about
this program. Make-up exams will be given for missed
sneak quizzes according to the G Book rule, which concerns
absence from "regularly scheduled written tests or quizzes."
It requires testimonial to involuntary detainment from such
ilk as physicians, parents, "military authorities," etc. (The
G Book does not recognize the existence of sneak quizzes.)
Finally, failure to attend class (as noted by the roll call)
could affect one's grade above and beyond performance on
tests.
The result is that attendance at Father McHugh's classes
now runs about 80%, and all is right with his world except
that the "unlimited cut" rule still is on the books. He justified his new program to The HOYA by asserting his belief
that Georgetown students even in their senior year have
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by J. McNally
"The students should know
how their money is being
spent; and by showing an increased concern how it is
spent, they should make their
feelings heard."
Overseeing the allocation of the
$37.50 every full-time student pays
for the support of student activities
per year, are Mr. Wright, and a
six member
Student Advisory
Board, two of whom are appointed
by each Student Council President.
Mr.
Wright
characterized
the
Board as "student involvement and
student participation in the actual
functioning of the University."
Last spring, the Board and Mr.
Wright received budgets from
thirty-two organizations on campus. At later dates the moderator and re1;ident of each organization appeared before the Board
to explain their requests. In almost every case recommendations
were made by the Board to help
reduce cost and to increase efficiency.
The groups with approved budgets had total gross expenses of
$188,597; estimated income of $34,485; and the resulting net expenses
of $154,112. To meet these costs
a total of $152,675 was available.
Thirteen groups came under
University-wide subsidation for the
first time. They represent every
school and facet of the University,
e.g. Spanish Club, Collegiate Club,
SAM, GUCAP, and CONTAC. As
Mr. Wright explained, "It is an example of more money doing something for the students."
Final Report On Page Twelve

FRESHl\IAN GIRLS WERE WARMLY RECEIVED • • . by the
orientation committee September 15. The feminine 69'ers were
greatly impressed by the enthusiasm of their male classmates.

Now that the freshmen females have learned some of
the laws of the jungle which govern life at Georgetown,
they can evaluate the frenetic experiences of orientation
week. It was through shimmering heat waves that Miss G
received her first impression of the Georgetown Gentlemen
as they gallantly greeted her with "Welcome to Georgetown"
and hurried off with her luggage. After the impressive
convocation ceremony, she
spent much of her first afternoon convincing her parents
that in spite of the spiked
On September 19, 1965 punch, Georgetown was really not
Georgetown freshmen em- so wet. After the apprehensive
barked on their college ca- parents trickled away, roommates
reers. Arriving on Copley compared notes on their personal
Lawn for the traditional New idiosyncracies. Later, as Foreign
Service and Institute students got a
Stu den t Convocation, the pep talk from their deans, nurses

McDonough lllhyrinth,
Upperclllss Huckstering
BlisterFreshmen in Hellt

baby Hoyas were greeted by a
barrage of banners, seemingly end,
less speeches and ninety degree
heat.
The two days which followed
were a period of testing, information-gathering and indoctrination
for the oft-bewildered frosh.
Wednesday saw the Frosh grope
ing blindly through the registration proceedings. When and if they
finally escaped the McDonough
Maze, an even more horrible fate
awaited them. Outside were hundreds of upperclassmen, each expounding the virtues of his organization, "the biggest thing on
campus," and frightening the poor
freshman with the warning that
unless he signed up, he would be
strictly "out of it" for his entire
first year.
Thursday classes began. And
Thursday the lines began-the long
lines of freshmen trying futiley to
get into the bookstore, the long
lines of freshmen trying to see
Mr. Burgess in order to change
their courses.
In spite of Wednesday's and
Thursday's trials, though, Friday
night's mixer served as a balm to
heal any wounds the freshmen may
have sustained. The mixer was a
fine opportunity for the frosh to
(Continued on page 12)

got a shaking down from their big
sisters as hazing began. Then, as
St. Mary's settled down for the
night, the stillness was broken
only by insomniacs chewing their
nails, sweltering sleepers wrestling
with sticky sheets, and freshmen
nurses grunting with the effort of
two o'clock calisthenics.
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Malnourished Hodge-Podge
Monday and Tuesday were a
hodge-podge of grueling placement
tests, under-attended coffee hours,
and, in some cases, "unimaginative
and uninformative" seminars. The
"Great Food Debate" began: Resolved: Darnall cafeteria food be
donated to GUCAP. Malnourished
girls anxiously awaited the Wednesday barbecue as a relief from
the daily fare but were disillusioned. It was difficult to find a
place to squat, sit or crouch and
bees fought the girls for choice tidbits. In spite of this, the games
and singing helped to relieve the
tensions built up during a nervewracking day of registration. The
Cattle Drive which for some reason
was called a mixer, wound up
Orientation Week. The problem
was that most of the people the1"e
ignored the main purpose of a mixer: mixing.
Friendliness Fabulous

ORIENTING

I

I·

Freshmen girls' OpInlOnS on
Orientation Week ranged from "I
loved it," to "Yeccch". Institute
girls were somewhat less than enthusiastic. Their general opinion
was "What a waste of time!" S.F.S.
girls said what impressed them
most was the ·genuine friendliness
and helpfulness of upperclassmen
and especially of the orientation
committee.
Although constantly
harried by he hazing of juniors, the
GUNS agreed that orientation was
fabulous. One frosh nurse remark, "It was so much fun-one of
those things you could never forget."
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Macke Room Stops
Taking Students' $$
Thru. The Machines
by M ike Walsh
It appears that the traditional places at Georgetown
are doomed to fall before
change. In 1963, the "Tree"
fell and became the "Stump."
In 1964, "Mac's" went A-go-

Page PlTe

Radio Transl11utation (
Derides Child Il11age

go and now, in 1965, that mecca
for hungry Hoyas, the Macke room,
has disappeared. This haven has
been replaced by the "Addressograph," a computerized section of
the University's mailing department.

Responsible Fraternity
Retains Chapter House
byEd Cooney
Delta Phi Epsilon, the National Foreign Service Fraternity, finally won its seven year struggle to retain possession of the Chapter House, located at 3401 Prospect St.,
N.W., last May.
The Fraternity received notice to leave the house in
1958 and had fought a delaying battle until Oct. 22, 1964.
On that day, D.P.E. was told
that the house must be closed Ocktoherfest to
down by the commencement
of the 1965-66 school year.
Have EI Corals
Under the direction of
President Don Knapp and Scint£llat£ng Beer Garden

Vice President Jim Burridge, a
portfolio was assembled which explained to the University Board
of Directors the raison d'etre of
the house. It was this portfolio
which was the influencing factor in
the Board's decision-to allow D.P.E.
retention of its house.
The history of the University's
dispcte with Delta Phi is rather
complex. What it boils down to is
that the administration felt that
managing a house was inconsistent
with
maintaining good
study
habits. "N ot so!" said the fraternity brothers, who argued that
the responsibility engendered by
the ownership of a house made
them more effective and aware
citizens, and was thus an added
phase of their education. To prove
this point, they collected letters
from Alumni Brothers telling of
the experience that they had gained
while running the house. In addition, petitions were signed by the
neighbors stating that the fraternity was a good member of the
Georgetown community.
One of the strong points of the
portfolio was that the fraternity
had the support of most of the
faculty, especially the faculty of
the Schools of Foreign Service and
Business Administration. Without
this support, the outcome of the
appeal could have been dark for
the fraternity.
The immediate reason for the
appeal was that the University
officials felt that there was no
room for a fraternity house on the
campus, and there were many "bad
acts" which corroborated this view.
Up until the middle fifties, there
were quite a few fraternities on the
Georgetown scene.
The houses
which most of these frats used
were, on the large part, leased from
the
University.
Around
1958
Georgetown decided that the image
projected by the fraternities was
not in line with that of a Catholic
University, and it refused to renew
the leases of these houses. Without
a house most of the frats, Kappa
Alpha Phi for example, withered
and died on the vine.
Delta Phi Epsilon was fortunate
in owning its house. The University did not take any legal action
to have D.P.E. removed, but it sent
repeated warnings that the House
would no longer be recognized by
the Office of Off Campus Housing,
thus effectively prohibiting its use
by the Fraternity.

At11l0sphC1'e of 'Ya1'0'}"
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Autumnal Soiree

by Kenneth Fuchs
The Ocktoberfest will kickoff the campus social season
Friday night with music by
the EI Corals.

Fondly Remembered
Before continuing, it might be
well to describe this fondly remembered place (for the benefit
of the Class of '69 and those insensitive upperclassmen who have
so soon forgotten). The Macke
room was located in the basement
of Old North. It contained vending machines which dispensed sandwiches, coffee, and soft drinks.
In the second semester of last year,
The HOYA ran an article complaining that the machines in this
room worked only sporadically. The
University has taken care of that,
the students of Old North no longer
need worry about a coffee machine
which steal nickles and dimes.
Slottery
Mr. John J. Pateros, Vice-President for Business and Finance, told
The HOYA that the Macke problem, along with all other food service problems, is to be discussed
with student leaders in mid-October. Until then, Hoyas can take
comfort in the fact that one Macke
tradition is being carried on-the
machines in the room still don't
work.

Area Clubs Joining
With Alumni Assoc.
In October Combine

WGTB-FM, the "Voice of Georgetown University," will
resume broadcasting on Saturday, October 9. WGTB, 90.1
on the FM band, is the campus radio station with broadcasting facilities located in the basement of Copley Hall.
In an interview with, station manager, James Dobbs,
it was disclosed that a complete revamping of the station has
been undertaken in the last
few
weeks. Dobbs stated that
Language Corridor
the purpose of the revamping
Dumps 'Guntchfest;' is to change the station's imfrom that of a few "kids
War Drums Heard age
playing with expensive elecThe students appeared to tronic equipment," to that of a
small business whose purpose is to
ha ve cut their own throats bring
adult entertainment and inlast Friday. The progressive formation to a surrounding area
government of Harbin Hall's extending roughly forty miles.
language corridor planned a
Improvements
small party in the Faculty
Lounge of New South. Unfortunately, they found that the actions
of the next stratum of campus government organized to protect students' rights had confounded their
efforts .. The event had to be post:ijoned ,until a later date, but prospects for a reception at a future
date look dim as tensions mount in
the international set.

During the month of OcThe dance is sponsored by
the Walsh Area Senior Class. tober, Georgetown student
Chairman for the affair is John area clubs will formally assoHouff, Vice President of the Senior ciate themselves with the
After funds had been collected,
Class. In keeping with the German
arrangements made with the local
Alumni
Club.
In
addition,
the
festival spirit of the Ockoberfest,
retailer of spirits, and some young
the Ocktoberfest committee an- various organizations, repre- ladies at a local girls' school, the

nounced that refreshments would senting a number of geographical
be beer and pretzels.
areas, will unite under a common
consti tu tion.
Well-known to many Georgetown
Might Include
students, the EI Corals will set
the main cafeteria gyrating at nine
The unification by the student
o'clock. The EI Corals who special- and alumni organizations has been
ized in "soul music" are best known initiated primarily by members of
for last year's appearance at the the New York Met and WashingSpring Week-End.
ton clubs. The move, according to
Mr. William Wright, Director of
The main cafeteria will be deco- Student Activities, will allow the
rated in the flavor of German beer members of the area clubs to parfestival by the committee of thirty ticipate more directly in the beneseniors who have been working fits of the alumni organizations
since the beginning of the semester. throughout the country.
These
benefits might include participation in alumni social events or
Meticulous, Successful
alumni assistance in finding emIn previous years the Ocktober- ployment.
fest Dance has been a tremendous
Deal With Administration
success and this Friday's dance is
Ted Kenny, College '67, points
expected to top all records. Frank
Staropoli, president of the W A out that, besides getting the supClass of 1966, reminded The HOYA port of the alumni, this year the
of the many great dances that his area clubs will all join under a
class has so successfully executed. common constitution. In the past,
He feels that with the meticulous campus area clubs have had their
planning that has been spent on own constitutions and dealt with
this Ocktoberfest it is quite likely the administration as other camthat this dance will further ad- pus organizations. The difficulty
vance the success record of the has been that most of the activities of the clubs have not been on
Senior Class.
campus, yet each club has been
Ocktoberfest is a time for fro- directly responsible to the adminlicking and for drinking, for join- istration for all its activities.
ing with friends and enjoying oneThe new program will provide
self. With this in mind, the plan- for one organization to represent
ners of the Ocktoberfest seek to all of the area clubs. Thus, whenset a tone of relaxation and re- ever a club needs approval for an
newal. Some 450 to 500 couples activity, it need only refer to an
are expected to attend. Tickets are area club committee. This comavailable at $3.50 per couple in the mittee will deal with the adminWalsh and New South lobbies until istration in getting blanket apFriday afternoon and at the door proval for the various types of
area club activities.
during the dance.

bottom slowly began to drop out
of their little world. It was announced to the prefects by Rev.
John F. Devine S.J., that although
the Guntchfest (as it was so aptly
termed) had his approval, it could
not be held. The mastermind of
the project had failed to clear it
with the Social Events Committee.
Fr. Devine said he will do all possible to clear it next week, but he
could do nothing at present.

Changes in programming have
been extensive. To provide better
news coverage, WGTB has obtained
a hook-up with the wire serve of
United Press International. The
sports coverage will include the
play-by-play of Georgetown U.
football games, basketball games,
and home baseball games. New
and improved equipment has been
purchased in order to help eliminate the mechanical and technical
difficulties experienced last year in
the broadcasting of the basketball
games, especially those not played
at home.
Jamie

An increasing number of creative and educational programs
have been scheduled this year.
These will include interviews with
congressional leaders, and diplomatic personnel, special programs
devoted to law and medicine, and
items of general interest in the
D.C. and Georgetown area. Over
seventy per cent of the station's
broadcast time is devoted to music.
This year, there will be an emphasis
on jazz, spotlighted by the popular
"History of Jazz" with Ernest Dyson. Probably the most popular
program with students will be the
"Night Sound Show" with two
hours of uninterrupted music from
11 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Meanwhile, the members of the
corridor are beginning to feel the
tensions of international relations
and diplomacy. On the English
speaking west wing, declarations
of intolerance for speakers of foreign tongues have been posted. The
French section has responded by
advocating that all monetary transactions be made in gold and have
hinted withdrawal from the corriDobbs
dor. The Spanish remain neutral,
as they are only recognized by
In discussing changes other than
the other enclaves in a taciturn programming, Dobbs said that he
fashion.
hopes to raise the number of staff
members from 105 to 130. He also
said that the station is increasingly in need of workers who, although
not interested in radio broadcasting, are interes~ed in such things
WGTB-FM
as public relations, business administration, etc.
Via Tape

SCHEDULE
SUN.
12 N.
A.M.

MON. - FRI. SAT.
4. A.M.
12 N.
A.M.

A.M.

In announcing the broadcasting
times, (4 p.m.-1 a.m. Monday
through Friday and 12 noon-1 a.m.
Saturday and Sunday)
Dobbs
stated that for the first time
WGTB will continue broadcasting
over the Thanksgiving and semester breaks via tape.
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Faith during College: A Survey
Sex on the Campus
How Much Should Students Hear?
Ethics IlCrsus the Individual
From Catalogue to Classroom
ALSO Jim Crow at G.W1 ••• The MDr.ll.ty of P~ul Tlmc:h •••
Di;!loguc in Pl.IJboy ••• Too J\.1Jny Catholic CoIJq;cs1 ••• CztdilUl
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MOVIES

The $hrine
The Year of the Bling

THE KNACK

The Knack (MacArthur Theatre)
Sex and the Single Personalist manifests those distinctive touches
of the work of director Richard
L est e l' imaginative, off-beat
NSA Never Say Aye camera work and engagingly improbable situations. The elements
Georgetown's Either/Or are present in the two Lester films
in which the Beatles appear, Hard
Day's Night and Help!, both of
The Found Generation which may be more successful than
The Knack.

SORRY ABOUT THAT
by John Druska

Once upon a time a magazine came out called Stimulus.
It appeared in Washington some two years ago, after much
shuffling and re-shuffling, as a co-project of local Catholic
colleges, with much of its initial support coming from
Georgetown. It came to be a self-styled "New Breed" type
organ, aimed at presenting a forum for the many sides of
student opinion. It sold for 25c per copy and found a ready
audience, if a limited one.
r was going to include the above preface for the sake
of freshmen and newcomers who may have never had the
opportunity of seeing Stimulus. Last year's copies were
somewhat below the standard set by the first issues, the
magazine suffered a fairly large deficit, and its future was
dubious until the editorial board decided last Sunday to
publish once or twice or three times more. At least to
continue.
r don't bring up these points about Stimulus to berate
the magazine, but r think that what is found, or was found
last year, as true of Sti1,utlus can be applied to a number of
other pUblications at Georgetown.
The pervading tenor of journalism and literary endeavors around the campus was obvious at a recent "Publications" discussion of the Student Council's "Student Leadership Conference," itself hardly even in quality.
Although some editors thought it unnecessary to attend
this informal session on problems and purposes, a few of
those who did come found enough to criticize about some of
those who did not that it completely made up for the latter's absence. There were also enough complaints, compliments, and dignified resolutions for futul"e greatness to
entirely erase the need for any but the most negligible
self-criticism.
This is not to say that any of the editors or staffs involved in student publications here is not sincere in the
appointed tasks. Yet it scares me to think that sincerity has
led to the present situation.
At any l"ate, faced with the pl"esent COUl"se of events,
r am forced to think of things as they should or might be.
I'll consider Stimulus again first as a test case applicable
to the rest.
A magazine like Stimulus should be a thoughtful, unbiased, most importantly a candidly open rostrum for the
views of students who care that they are students, or that
what they or someone else are doing means something, or
perhaps nothing. It should not be what it had come dangerously close to being last year: a clannish, in-group bull
session in which campus "intellectuals," et. al., have two or
three years of paper space offered them to vent their spleens
or try to purge their ideological bowels.
Considering other Georgetown pUblications: they too
should be thoughtful, unbiased, most importantly open.
They should be ready to imaginatively explore the problems
at hand. Their scope should be able to include every side of
every issue they are concerned with, and with the same interest that they might cling to a certain side of a favorite
issue.
r take that back. Even a good dose of expressed bias on
the part of a GU publication would be refreshing at this
time, as much as r hate to accuse anyone of impassioned
indifference.
Yet Stimulus and the other liberal organs, literary and
otherwise, of this liberal college do have some consolation.
They have quite a way to drop to reach the level of that
ultra-lib Ram1Jarts, whose latest number featured on its
cover a trading-card type picture of the late Pope John with
a tear dripping down his cheek. On his face, that is.
(Continued on Page 7)
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The formula which guides the
Beatles' films will not quite do for
The Knack. One liberty granted to
this formula is that the plot need
not be strict nor consistent. The
narrative line of Hard Day's Night
is so tenuous as to be invisible;
and though there is a thread of a
plot running through Help!, it is
unnaturally broken off at various
points by the songs. Each of these
films is a melange of absurdities
that somehow hang together.
The lack of a smooth and explicit plot vitiates The Knack. A
girl (Rita Tushingham) arrives in
London on a bus and begins to look
for the YWCA. She falls in with
an awkward, self-conscious schoolteacher and an insatiable and
highly s u c c e s sf u I lecher (Roy
Brooks plays the latter role with
skill). It happens just like that:
all of a sudden, this girl is on the
scene. One would like to knowand would understand her character better if he knew-where she
came from and why she came in
the first place.

SHIP OF FOOLS
"Are you happy?" asks the
ship's doctor. Replies the captain,
"Who is happy?" Answer: aboard
Stanley Kramer's Ship of Fools, almost nobody. In fact, "The Inferno" might be a more apt title
for the screen adaptation of the
Katherine Ann Porter novel; this
German 'pleasure liner', a floating
confinement from which there exists no exit, attempts to give full
examination to the Sartrean thesis
that hell is nothing more than
other people.
Ship of Fools is a serious and
frankly didatic motion picture
loaded with implied moral conclusions, and to this end the viewer
is not asked, but ordered, chided,
and expected to believe that this
collection of sick, deformed and
unhappy human beings is a representative cross-section of the preWar world. If he can accept this
one assumption, then Ship, in its
pretension of a microscopic view
of 1935 existence, would be a relevant, introspective study of the
problems human beings face in trying to come to terms with themselves and those they encounter.
If, however, one reads the pas-

-Thomas Connors
A FOOL

THE IPCRESS FILE
At the same time that Newsweek thought this film funnier
than the James Bond films, Time
referred to it as a serious, suspenseful thriller. The confusion
is easy to understand when one
sees the movie.

THEATRE
GALLOWS HUMOR
In the prologue to Gallows
Humor, the current production at
the Theater Lobby, an act 0 r,
dressed as the character, Death,
from the medieval morality plays,
laments his passing from the stage,
and even more, from the public
imagination. Death is no longer
as personal, as sharply etched as
it used to be. The distinction between the hangman and the hanged
has become blurred, and playwright Jack Richardson sets out
to draw the noose a little tighter
around our necks in two wellwritten, though not overly humorous, comedy scetches.
In the first, set in a prison cell,
the State, in order "to take some of
the sting out of the anti-capital
punishment movement," provides
a prostitute along with a prisoner's
last meal. The meek and mildmannered Walter is completely unnerved by this unorthodox intrusion upon his last hour, but, in
the end, succumbs to the pleasure
he had denied himself all his life.
The second vignette presents a
Walter Mitty situation. This time
a domesticated husband-hangman
by profession - decides to break
away, only to find his dream
quickly snatched away by his wife,
and replaced by a wet dish to dry.

Lester tries in The Knack the
calculated absurdity that characterizes the two Beatles' films. Some
of this is fresh and amusing, but
much of the attempted humor fails.
The Knack is consistently highspirited, and the usually brisk pace
keeps the film from being dull.

KNACK IN ACTION

(;J\llO\,fS
IHJMOn

senger list as only an incredibly
un fort una t e agglomeration of
troubled people, the screenplay remains largely episcodic, internally
unrelated and melodramatic. The
novel was successful several years
ago because it was convincing; the
film fails because it is not.
This is not to say that individual
Fools don't have theIr momentsdistinct as they may be from an
interlocked plot.
Vivien Leigh,
Simone Signoret, Lee Marvin and
Michael Dunn are incisive and impressive in their characterizations,
and in each individual thematic
movement there is no doubt that a
lot of water has gone under the
bridge in the three hours from
Vera Cruz to Bremerhaven. But an
over-emphasis on minority groups
and frustrated sex, two ever-popular public-eye catchers, never allow
the various co-plots to emerge
from their separate cabins and
mesh into one Ship.
-Mike Dorris

f.

Although Richardson at times
seems to have trouble fitting his ;~
tongue into his cheek, he does suc- r:~
ceed in refreshing our thoughts ~
of death, if only by reminding us ~.~
how good it is to live.
~I
Adeptly d ire c ted by Louise ~1
Brandwen, the Lobby's actors all 11
played their parts with an engag- . if'
ing warmth. Especially notable I'.;
were Peggy Ferguson and Robert
Treanor as the husband-wife duo
in the second act.
TL's opening presentation will
be followed in November by
Therese Raquin, by Thomas Job,
an adaptation a Emile Zola's murder mystery. December will see
Dylan Thomas' Quite Early One
Morning, followed by The Snob, a
dramatic study of ambition by
Carl Sternheim. And next spring,
Happy Days by Samuel Beckett
and Sign in Sidney Brunstein's
Window, Lorraine Hansberry's last
play, will be presented.
-J. D. McClatchy

The Ipcress File finds it hard to
decide for itself whether it intends to be serious or satiric. In
either case it was made to make
money in turn, and it is not very
good beyond the momentary thrills
of its plot and special effects.
The film treats with grand subjects, like sex and death. Yet with
all the beating around the bed,
there is a notable reluctance to
toss back the sheets; and murder
becomes the accepted move in an
international chess game, rather
than the end of life.
Such cavalier handling of themes
is also reflected in the illogical bent
of the plot and the mishandling of
method. No one can be very much
interested in watching a loudspeaker speak, a man make coffee,
or blood pour from an open wound
to the point where impact and
revulsion make way for boredom.

IPCRESS ... Michael Caine, Nigel Green, and Guy Doleman (1. to r.)
in "The Ipcress File:"

I
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My Turn

MUSIC
SYMPHONY PHEVIEW
Washington's musical life is not
a rich one, either in quantity or in
quality, but there is enough to
occupy and, sometimes, gratify a
listener's ears. Its cornerstone is
the National Symphony. The National is not a great orchestra,
nor is its conductor, Howard
Mitchell, a genius with the stick.
Nevertheless, good, even memorable, concerts have not been wanting in any season, and this year's
line-up is promising.
Although
Dr. Mitchell has tossed the dowager clique its several bones-after
all they underwrite the costs-he
has programmed a good deal of
modern and avant-garde compositions. On November 16 and 17, for
ins.tance, Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 4 (Barenboim) will be
sandwiched between Muczynski's
Symphonic Dialogues and Nielsen's
Fifth Symphony, while on January 11 and 12 the distinguished
Hermann Scherchen will guest
conduct Yannis Xenalds' Polla,
along with Mozart's Jupiter and
Brahms' B-fiat Piano Concerto
(Serkin).

Page Se'ren

SORRY ABOUT THAT

(Continued from Page 4)

(Continued from Page 6)
"conditioned" student should realize the necessity of going to class
What
I
say
about
publications I would Hke briefly to
because of its value to him in the process of being educated. The
Q.P.I. bribe injected by Father McHugh or the fear of flunking out for extend, assuming the same qualities apply in slightly differovercutting which hangs over the underclasses al'en't valid tools for
"conditioning." Courses which do offer value are. Conditioning is ent ways, to the movies current during the past summer.
a mechanical process, if we are "unconditioned" it is due to the fact I most appreciated The Overcoat, a short, poignant, porthat there are either no or too few courses of value at this university. trayal of the Gogol short story; and Cat Ballou, the western
(I would like to see Father McHugh sell this to his colleagues.)
comedy directed by TV veteran Elliot Silverstein (Twilight
This isn't the case. Class attendance at this school has not sunk
to the levels suffered last year in Ethics 007 and 008. Certain teachers
giving other required courses in philosophy maintain quite good attendance figures working under the same circumstances. But no roll,
no sneak quizzes.
The obvious question:
course?

What's wrong with Father

McHugh's

First, it is the only upperclass course know of taught solely from
a text book, Father Austin Fagothey's Right and Reason. This fact,
in itself, removes the necessity of attendance at Father McHugh's lecture which in the past and up to the present time are nothing but
restatements of assigned material from the text.

Second, there is the quality of the text involved. Father McHugh
told us he felt it to be more than suited for the intellectual capabilities
of the students, which indicates he is no slouch at insulting people.
Briefly, it is a high school level text book written with a strongly
biased (Roman Catholic; ethics is philosophy not theology) outlook
which instead of merely proposing an ethical system purports to prove
it and disprove conflicting systems with a certainty superior to a
mathematician's. In a space of eleven pages, for example, the ethical
systems of Hobbes, Rousseau, Nietzsche, Marx and Engels, Spencer,
Comte, Dewey, and the Existentialists are described, and disproved.
The problems which forced them to create systems dismissed or answered. Austin Fagothey is the ultimate philosopher; he not only
answers all the unanswerable problems he gives summaries of his
Mr. Scherchen will also be on answers on the last page of each chapter.
hand for perhaps the season's
highlight-Bach's B Minor on FebFather McHugh, however, is merely an example, and his sideline
interest in doing away with "unlimited cuts" makes him almost a
(Continued on Page 9)
symbol of a peculiarly Georgetown phenomenon.

Zone, et. al.). (I more than appreciated The Pawnbroker,
which was adequately reviewed last week and will be
skipped here.)
Both of the above were very open, and thus very real.
Both said what they meant with originality, and said it
precisely, and firmly. Their manner and matter unobtrusively involved the audience in what was happening, and this
in turn was presented, for the most part, effectively. Neither
was long, nor was either afraid to make its point and stand
by it.
They were not marred by the uneasy feeling of detachment caused, for example, by a hint of cynicism in The
Knack, or by the shapelessness of even so lively and weIIdone a film as the Beatles' Help! (Both directed by Richard
Lester.)
Much of the effect of both The Ove'rcoat and Cat Ballou
was violent, brutal, confidenly vulgar, or plain funny; but
the worst and best that can be said of them is that they resemble life. I remember with some fondness a drunk Lee
Marvin leering over an open, candlelit casket and singing
"Happy Birthday." And I remember the pitiful face of the
diminutive Russian actor who made it more resemble his
soul.

At a moment when the school has finally realized the need to
make massive strides forward in its development as an educational
institution and all that implies, he and a few other equally sincere
members of the university faculty are agitating for a return to the
past, as in the "cuts" issue. General Ethics in contrast to the general
classroom "climate" of this school is a step into that past. Once it
might have satisfied the needs of Georgetown students. At present, it
is tragic that a course of such potential personal importance should
be held in such light regard. But then, is it providing a service, something valuable? And if courses such as General Ethics are failures in
terms of effect on students then why a Catholic University?

Reserve a Table
at the New
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by Tom Patrick

Watts

L

Liberals tell us the Watts outbreak was the result of poverty,
frustration, despair, and police brutality, and others blamed it on the
weather, but none of these answers are convincing. It will be years
before a final, definitive analysis is made of those four days; if,
indeed, one can be made. But let's look at a few interesting statistics.

K
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There are 400,000 Negroes concentrated in the 50 mile square south
central Los Angeles area. This is 26 per square acre in contrast to
Harlem's 222. This is an area of mile after mile of open streets, green
lawns, palm trees, and white frame houses. Negro income per capita
is higher than any other city in the U.S. except perhaps Detroit and
crime among Negroes is lowest in the country. There are relatively
few Negroes on welfare and the ilIegitmacy rate, although high, nowhere near approaches Harlam's 44 per cent. Negroes hold three of
the fifteen Los Angeles city council seats and one of the five seats on
the civilian police commission. When one considers that Negroes
comprise only 13.5% of the Los Angeles population, it is obvious that
they are over-represented.
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dedicated to the
traditions of
Georgetown University

It is hard to believe that in this setting, a revolution took place,
but it did and it has made the Watts revolt the most vivid and convincing
example of the failure of the Negro leadership both to its people and its
country. These leaders have been very effective in planning and leading
demonstrations against "immoral laws" and educating the Negro in
what his constitution rights are. They have failed to teach him that
there are moral laws which he must obey and constitutional duties
which he must fulfill. Consequently there is no Negro leader capable of
stopping a Watt's rebellion.
It appears to us that there are crude similarities between the War
on Poverty in Los Angeles and other large cities and our early foreign
aid program. We sank millions of dollars in Chiang Kai-Shek's China
and South Vietnam thinking that it would achieve political stability in
these countries. The lack of effective political leadership to benefit by
this and weakened rather than strengthened these countries. The War
on Poverty is heading in the same direction.
We look for the emergence of a Negro leadership which is more
concerned with this difficult, unromantich, but crucial job facing the
"small, individual negro" than other, non-racial, matters outside of its
field of original endeavor and beyond its competence.

1. Is it tme you're planning
to get engaged?

I'm on the brink
.. of giving Jane my
Beethoven sweatshirt.

Announces

Bi-Weekly Concerts to be held on the
White Gravenor Esplanade

I have a rich aunt,
you know.

3. What about money for your
children's education?

4. Who'd payoff your mortgage
if you should die?

My Uncle Henry is
very fond of me.
He owns a steel mill.

You never can tell.
Every time I help
an old man across the
street I give him
my name and address
in case he doesn't
have anyone to leave
his money to.

5. I know something that can

G.U. CONCERT ORCHESTRA

2. How are you going to guarantee
secnrity to yonr family when
you're married?

help you meet almost all
your financial needs.
And be independent, too.
Nothing can do all that.

6. Living Insurance from
Equitable can. It can even
give you a lifetime income
when yon retire.
I wonder if Uncle Henry
has it?
.

For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For. career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write: Patrick Scollard, Manpower Development Division.

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States

Beginning this Sunday and continuing on Alternate Sundays

Home Office: 1285 Ave. of the Americas, New York. N. Y. 10019

An Equal Opportunity Employer

©Equitahle 196.'5
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working their ~llchines, the board
meets in not the most harmonious
of environments. A minute of
silence while the president, Rafael
Colon, speaks and then . . . a free
for all. Alberto de Alejo, vi<.'epresident, disagrees, voices are
raised, shouting ensues from all
members and after three hours
they are all crying the same thing,
and decisions at last are taken.
These rooms filled with smoke and
curses are such a contrast to the
peace, hal'nlOny, and serene beauty
of the Maryland country-side where
once again the polo matches will
be held.

~

J

ean-Pie1"~; Lehmann

Meanwhile back at
the Polo stables the
ponies are nervously
a w a i tin g the first

permits the continuation at Georgetown of this
most sophisticated of sports.
To our chagrin Tony Hope and Carlos Garces are
no longer with us. But Adrian Sada, this year's
polo team captain, is very optimistic and prophesizes a most satisfying season. Bob Reilly is back
as well as Jose Maria Rodriguez and Gustavo de los
Reyes, all eager to begin anew. Thanks to the great
popularity of the last season there are many new
recruits, the most promising being Francis Ellsworth, Pablo Rossi, John Sullivan, Benjamin Vittorica and Aloerto Alejo.
In addition to last season's opponents, Harvard,
Yale, Cornell, U.V.A., the team possibly will also
play against the University of Southern California
and El Instituto Tecnologico de Monterrey, Mexico.
To the returning students we promise the same
I would not venture to say that
fun and frolic they enjoyed last season; once again
the curses or the smoke are necesthere will be a band for post game entertainment.
sary but indubitably they do lead
We invite the new students to come to the games
~
ili~
to see for themselves all that they have been hearing about. I am sure they will not be disappointed,
quite the contrary. What better way is there to
spend a Saturday afternoon than in the country
at the polo games? Remember, your mothers did
tell you to get some fresh air.
So I urge all of you to keep your eyes open for the
little rectangular posters announcing the dates, time,
"

\'

I"

!

'.

chucker, the beginning of a
season. Yes, the Hoyas will
again, as they have before,
victory.
In smoke-filled, scotch-scented
rooms, with typists

Sw'ingline

PllZ21¥MEITs
f

t'
[2\ A storekeeper
had 17 TOT Staplers.
All but 3 were sold.
How many did
Ite have left?

This is the

S""ingline
Tot Stapler

FLASH ONE-TWO-THREE-FOUR BEFORE CHANGING
(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
No bigger than a pack of gum-but packs
the punch of a big deal! Refills available
everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!
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What new development will make indoor
photography four times as much fun for
the nation's millions of camera fans? The
new Blue Dot Flashcube, developed by
GT&E's Sylvania subsidiary for use with
the new Kodak Instamatic cameras.
Pop one on and you're ready to take
four flash pictures without changing
bulbs!

The Sylvania Blue Dot Flashcube revolves
after each shot, bringing a fresh Blue
Dot flashb~lb into position, with its own
built-in reflector.
With this latest of many important innovations from GT&E, millions of home
photographers will get the great shots
that used to get away while they were
changing bulbs.

The Sylvania Blue Dot Flashcube is another example of how GT&E keeps growing through constant research and swift
response to the changing needs of the
public.
If you're looking for a young, aggressive company with no limit to its growth,
you may wish to view GT&E in the light
of your own future.

G1;E

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 5 f
G

730 THIRD AVENUE. NEW YORK 100\1- GT&E SUBSIDIARIES General Telephone OperaMQ Companres In 33 SlateS. General Telephone & Elecuonl~s Laborillories • General Teleplione & Elee1lDOItS Inlernill_onal • General Telephone Oueclory Co.· Aulomallt Eleellle • lenkutl [leelllc • Svtvanla Elecltlc Producis
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and opponents of this season's
games. We will be looking forward
to seeing you in Travilah.
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Nighteye

Music

(Continued from Page 4)

(Continued from Page 7)

Upcoming features include "Born
Yesterday", the academy award
comedy with Judy Holiday and
William Holden.
Next weekend
"On the Waterfront", will be playing, with Elia Kazan directing
Marlon Brando, Eva Marie Saint,
Karl Malden and Rod Steiger.
"Notorious", "Inspector General",
"Phfft!" and "The Caine Mutiny"
are also S1::heduled. Each show
runs three or four days. Tonight
thru Saturday "Johnny Belinda"
is playing. This is the Academy
Award performance of Jane Wyman depicting the problems of a
deaf-mute.

ruary 8 and 9. Not to be missed
is Soviet cellist Mstislav Rostropovich playing Prokofieff's Symphonic Gancm·to, written especially
for him. That same evening (Nov.
30) will have Mitchell performing Howard Hanson's SY?nphonia
Sacra; and since orchestra and
conductor seem particularly fond
of American music, their interpretations become works of love and
are of the highest calibre. Finally,
if you like Sibelius, Jussi Jalas will
present a program of the Finnish
composer's works in early December.
Visiting orchestras will be the
Boston (Oct. 26), the Chicago
(March 8 and 9), and the Czech
Philharmonic which will inaugurate the season on Columbus Day.
Other soloists include violinists
Francescatti, Menuhin, and Perlman, and pianists Rubinstein, Entremont, Watts, Votapek, and the
incomparable Jeanne-Marie Darre.
For a $16 subscription you can't
go wrong. And who knows? Perhaps with your support the orchestra can increase its salaries and
attract some better string players.
-W. E. Higgins

Groovy's is a true innovation
and contribution to entertainment.
It adds a little variety to M Street.
Stop in, I think you'll have an enjoyable evening!

Kick the
dull driving habit.
Step out in a lively
Dodge Coronet.

Keating, Kane
(Continued from Page 1)
meeting argued the cut was not
that drastic. At present, rooms are
thoroughly cleaned once a week
and lightly cleaned once a week
also. Linen is changed, as before,
every seven days.
After a general discussion, the
group agreed to maintain the present arrangement for a trial period
of two weeks. Keating preferred
to settle the issue at that time,
But, the others attending advocated a study of the problem in
the coming fortnight.
Cleaning equipment will be made
available to the students for their
own use. Prefects will check rooms
weekly, for the duration, to observe their condition. The Housekeeping Department will post the
schedule of maid service for each
floor in every dormitory. Fr. Devine asked Mr. Pateros to look into
the possibility of changing the
maid's working hours from 7:303 :30 to 9 :00-5 :00.
At the conclusion of the meeting, the same problem stood before the delegates: maintain the
status quo, or return to the old
system and hike the room rates.
Keating and Kane both expressed
optimism that another solution
exists.

Isn't it tim

e You jOined the Dad
ge Rebellion?
Forget all you've seen and heard about '66 cars.
Because Coronet is here ... sharp, smart and
sassy, the greatest thing from Dodge since Year
One. Loaded with luxury the higher'priced cars
haven't caught onto yet. With a choice of five
engines, each 'one designed to make the walls of
Dullsville come tumbling down. And with a whole
slew of standard equipment that used to cost
extra. Like an outside rear view mirror. A padded

dash for extra safety. Variable-speed electric
windshield wipers and washers. Backup lights.
Turn signals. Seat belts, two front and two rear,
And, as some extra frosting on the Coronet cake,
a 5-year or 50,OOO-mile warranty.*
Enough said to get you really tempted? Now
let's get away from the look-alike, drive-alike,
first-cousin cars with Coronet, a car with a lively
personality all its own.

~~ CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION

BS DOd,.1I5I
::1 __ Canonet

DODGE DIVISION

~

'HERE'S HOW DODGE'S 5-YEAR, 50,OoO·MILE ENGINE AND DRIVE TRAIN WARRANTY PROTECTS YOU: Chrysler Corporation
confrdently warranls all of the follOWing vital parts of its 1966 cars for 5 years or 50.000 mIles. whichever comes first, during whIch time
any such parts that prove defective in matenal and workmanship will be replaced or repaired at a Chrysler Motors Corporation AuthOrIZed
Dealer's place of business WIthout charge for such parts or labor: engine block. head and internal parts, intake manIfold. water pump,
transmission case and Internal parts (excepting manual clutch). torque converter, drive shaft. universal JOints. rear axle and differential.
and rear wheel bearings
REQUIRED MAINTENANCE: The follOWIng maintenance services are reqUired under the warranty-change engine all every 3 months
or 4.000 miles. whIchever comes fllsl; replace 011 fIlter every second oil change; clean carburetor arr fIlter every 6 months and replace it
every 2 years; and every 6 months furnish evidence of this requrred service to a Ch rysler Motors CorporatIOn Authorized Dealer and request
hln' to certIfy receipl of such evidence and your car's mileage. Simple enough for such important protectIOn.

SUNDAY~S

FUN DAY,
CHARLIE
BROWN
THE NEW

PEANUTS®
CARTOON BOOK!

Join the Dodge Rebellion at your Dodge Dealer's.

by Charles M. Schulz
ONLY

- - - - - - - - - W A T C H 'THE BOB HOPE CHRYSLER THEATRE" WEDNESDAY NIGHTS ON NBC-TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL L l S T I N G S . - - - - - - - - -

~1
'P

at your college
bookstore

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
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Letters
(Continued from Page 2)
margarine also?)
4) Raised the price of milkshakes from 25 to 30 cents.
5) Syrup for pancakes is now 5
cents per serving . . .
6) The ratio of meat to gristle
in the cafeteria's famous pot pie is
about 50-50 . . .
This is just a small sample of the
continuously improving- service that
is offered by our cafeteria. Perhaps
if the owners were to lose their
franchise and a more responsible
company installed, the quality of
the food would improve, and the
prices might become more reasonable.
David R. Jones, IV
College, '68

Impressed
To the Editor:
Welcome to Georgetown!
Although the distinguished
Orientation Day speakers did their
best to convey the implications of
this statement, it took John Carroll
weekend to stage a real welcome
and to demonstrate what Georgetown University stands for.
The speakers were neither insincere nor incompetent, rather they
were severely handicapped. The
formality of the occassion and the
presence of an adult audience prevented them from speaking to the
students themselves. Instead, they
had to direct their remarks to the

anxious parents, anxious to hear of
the fine caliber 'of their children and
of the fine caliber of the institution
and how the combination of the
two will result etc. - hollow assurances which the typically-self conscious freshman doesn't even want
to hear.
Then the J C weekend committee
people got their chance. They spent
three days saying through mixers,
parties, and songfest what the administration covered in thirty
minutes of pomp and ceremony
These people utilized subtle persuasions and expressed themselves
in a language which the Frosh
could easily understand.
They
contributed their time and effort to
the program; they exhibited an
understanding of how to make
someone feel at home; they had
enough business sense to make even
a good-will propect a financially
successful venture.
I can only marvel at the tremendous spirit which compels upperclassmen to put out time and energy
to people to whom they owe no
debt and from whom they can expect little in return. I can only
assume that that spirit results
from the influence of the Georgetown tradition. I can only hope
that I too succomb to the tradition
and develop some of the manly
spirit displayed this past weekend.
To me, Welcome to Georgetown!
has taken on a new meaning.
An Impressed Freshman

Loves Jack
To the Editor:
When I first learned that Georgetown had its own mascot, I was
delighted. I was even more pleased
to read in my G-book that Jack
even had his own committee devoted
to his welfare. I have been here
for two weeks now, and I would
personally like to commend that
committee on doing an excellent
job.
Has anyone taken a look at
Jack lately? A more contented
animal could not be found. He has
two absolutely wonderful open
sores on his ears. They are in turn
complemented by a third sore on
his tail. Sometimes I think Jack
is being pampered too much, because each of the aforementioned
holes has a platoon of flies stationed
in it. They are dedicated to the
proposition that Jack must have
his exercise. So, accordingly they
land in appropriate areas, such as
eyes, ears, and nose.
Upon returning from dinner
Friday night, some friends and I
stopped by Jack's cage. There we
found some woman feeding him
crackers. It seems she had noticed
that through some minor miscalculation Jack's dish had been devoid
of water on Wednesday and Thursday. (Probably imagining things)
She also had some silly notion that
the only reason it had water in it
at the moment was due to the rain.
When we asked her why she was
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feeding him crackers, she tried to
give us some wild story about how
as far as she had observed no one
had been feeding our mascot. We
tried to convince here that she was
wrong, but with all that racket
Jack was making jumping against
the cage trying to get at the crackers, we couldn't get our point
across.
In closing may I once again commend the Mascot Committee for
their unique job. Never have I
seen a dog receive such treatment.
Frank Bruno '69
Ed. Note: AlYIEN!

Bureaucracy
To the Editor:
Yesterday, September 28, I went
into the Registrar's Office to have
an Add-Drop slip validated by the
office. I have since learned that I
have to go back and :fill out another
course card showing the changes
in courses. I did not learn that I
had to do this at the office, but
rather through a fellow student.
It would be a preferable policy, I
am sure, to inform students at the
time of their switching courses that
they have to fill out a new schedule,
instead of having him come back
again and wait in line for twentyodd minutes.
But this is not my main com-

plaint. While I was there a friend,
whose name is signed at the end of
this letter, asked to see his record
as he was unsure of his status
since a course credit was in doubt.
He had been to his school's office
and they informed him that he
would have to check with the Registrar's Office before he changed
any of his courses. Before he could
explain this predicament, he was
snapped at by one of the ladies
whose job I presume is to aid the
student in straightening out his
record problems. She continued to
harass him, not letting him speak.
She curtly explained that there
were hundreds of people coming
in during that period and she
couldn't be bothered with his problem She even had the gall to say
"Why don't you go pull some one
else's leg!"
Now we both understand that
during the registration period there
are many difficulties which arise
in a school of this size. But there
should be some sense of courtesy
towards the student, especially
when a good percentage of the student body is not native born and
are most likely unfamiliar with our
organizational practices.
C. Alfred Santillo
Institute, 1966
John D. Pellegrin
Business School, 1966
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Prices (rom $100. to $2500. R.inp Enlarged
10 Show JlautJ' of Detail. aD 'Trade-Mark RCK.

Each Keepsake setting is
a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond . . . a perfect gem of
fiawless clarity, fine color and
meticulous modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in the ring
and on the tag is your assurance of fine quality.
Your very personal Keepsake
is now at your Keepsake
Jeweler's store. Find him in
the yellow pages under
ccJewelers.n
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Farah Slacks' neat good looks
are permanently pressed in ...
another reason why they get
more appreciative looks.
And they wear longer.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement
and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for only 25¢.
Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
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Right Reason

(Continude from Page 2)
for union representation, confident that even after the union has won
representation they cannot be compelled to pay dues against their will.
All of which prompts us to wonder why unions would want to abolish
14(b) in the first place. The answer seems clear: unions are more
interested in guaranteeing limited union control than they are in promoting broad voluntary organization. The logic behind this preference
is familiar, for voluntarism is to unions what competition is to business:
the dem~nds upon leaders are stronger; the risks are greater; but the
product IS better. Just as no monopolist welcomes competition since this
by definition threatens his market position, so no established union
leader wants a voluntary membership which demand more freely policy
and leadership changes. In the final analysis the only real threat that
right-to-work laws pose to the security of unions is a healthy one:
union officials are forced to advance the vast interests of the members
01' the membership will dwindle.
Despite the overwhelming evidence that their economic and organization motives for outlawing right-to-work laws are counterfeit, labor
leaders are still able to arouse some popular opposition to 14 (b) on the
strength of the famous "free rider" argument. According to this line of
thought, those Who for a variety of reasons may choose not to join the
union-the so-called free riders-ought to be forced to pay union dues
because they share the "benefits" of union representation. Of course,
the most equitable solution of this problem would be to let the unions
bargain only for union members. But no, that's too risky. So what
organized labor has done is to crusade for the statutory right (the
Wagner Act) to represent all the workers in a shop even though only a
bare majority favors union representation, and then to use this extraordinary privilege as the basis for demanding compulsory membership.
All the rhetoric about fair play notwithstanding, "eliminating free
riders" means no more, no less, than compelling workers to support a
private organization whose representation they do not want or whose
political objectives may be the very opposite of their own.
The case for 14 (b) boils down to two basic propositions. First,
that the cause of responsible unionism is in no material way jeopardized
by state right-to-work laws; and second, that in 19 states these laws
do provide invaluable protection for the rights of our working men and
women. The final tragedy is that the case for 14(b) will probably be
lost not on the basis of rational argument but for the sake of squaring
Lyndon Johnson's grubby political debts. Yet one thing is certain: with
national opinion polls revealing that 67% of the American people believe a man should not have to belong to a union to hold his job, the
upcoming Senate vote on 14(b) will indicate what sort of consensus
the present Administration is trying to achieve. Will it represent the
American people or George Meany? As far as 14 (b) is concerned, it
cannot do both.

WEEJUNS*

ROTC
(Continued from Pag-e 4)
Army ROTC has decided to retain its four year program despite
the fact that plans last June called
for the Army ROTC program to
go on a special two year program.
Events over the summer proved
that such a two year program
would not be efficient or worthwhile from the points of view of
the cadets and the University.
Therefore, the four year program,
broken down into a two year Basic
and two year Advanced Course,
remains in effect.
Drastic Chang-e
A drastic change this year is
in the set up of the companies
within the batallion. Each company is made up of members of
only one class, under the leadership of officers from the Senior
Class. There are two companies of
freshmen, one company of sophomores, and one company of juniors.
This year there is to be a particular effort to prepare the juniors
for the leadership necessary in
summer camp.

T\NIN-PACK

King-ham Top Dog-

FIRST IN MEN"S FASHION IN 66 COUNTRIES ON 6 CONTINENTS.

FOR MEN WHO KNOW HOW TO HANDLE WOMEN
Nothing weak about new Dante Cologne and After-Shave! It's
a lasting scent with subtle power. Start the day with Dante" a
never-ending pleasure the world over. Dante (Cologne and
After-Shave) T'''in Pack $5. Cologne $2.95. After-ShavE" $2.50.

HECHTS· KANN'S
LANSBURGS

Army ROTC program is under
the command Lieut. Colonel Joseph
G. Woodward, who is assisted by
Capt. C. D. Mears, Capt. L. Malone, and Capt. T. A. Dekle. The
batallion commander for this year
is Cadet Colonel T. Barry Kingham.
Kingham's selection was
based on his outstanding summer
camp performance together with
a distingiushed record of service in
the cadet corps during the past
three years. Kingham, a College
senio.r, is also currently the president of the Scabbard and Blade
Honorary Society.

by
This is one of
Arrow's 449 different
button-down sport shirts.
Be choosy.

FOR MEN ..•
and WOMEN

..
FOR WOMEN

$12.95

For those long walks from class to class ...
and after school actiVit1es . . . in fact for all
casual wear . . . Weejuns are a way of life.
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Georgetown University Shop
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STllEETS, NOJlTHWIlST
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Of course, you might very
well want this one. An
Arrow Cum Laude Americanmade madras of 100%
cotton. (Colors bleed after
first washing.) Has a full
button-down collar and a
back collar button. Shoulder
to waist taper and neat box
pleat. Handy hanger loop,
too. "Sanforized", of course.
$5.95. Plenty more where
this came from. Plenty.
Bold New Breed by
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Manion
(Continued from Page 1)
Honors Program in English, his
unassuming students can only
wonder if he will regress to his
post-graduate practices of utilizing
feminine gullibility in securing a
large reading list as has occured
at superior convent schools.
Assuredly Mr. Manion's thesis
writing will be facilitated through
the
quasi-Richardsonian
atmosphere which this Washington convent school can provide and even
perhaps draw ideas from the "intense intellectual" surroundings.

Orientation
(Continued from Page 4)
make their first acquaintances with
live college girls. And most took
advantage of it.
Now, three weeks later, the innocence and bewilderment are
gone, and the freshman is, in his
own opinion at least, a blase and
worldly-wise college student. In
the process of change, hard and
often unpleasant realities have replaced those pleasant delusions
formed three weeks ago.

Restaurants
(Continued from Page 3)
Anyone who, with his prefects
permission naturally, desires some
culinary masterpieces at four in the
morning has a rather limited number of eating places to frequent.
A favorite for years has been
"BUtt's for Frit's" on Wisconsin
A venue. Only the hairdressers can
be sure when they enter this establishment.
Blitz Britt's
A new restaurant, on the all
night circuit, is the Hubbard House,
on M street near Wisconsin Avenue, where the decor is comfortable but the atmosphere is questionable. For one dollar, one can
get a fruit cocktail and a glass
of milk at the Mascot Restaurant,
next to the Georgetown Theatre.
At last we come to Georgetown's
posh supper club, Tehaan's. There
is nothing one can say about
Tehaan's that has not already
been said.
Bon Appetite????

Round-up
(Continued from Page 2)
at the White House. The Mask and
Bauble has been doing similar
tasks for the past few years.
Frank La Ronca, a sophomore in
the School of Foreign Service, was
elected President of the Second
Harbin Honor Corridor.
Yea!
Frank.
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
<,Wastungton, D. C.)
Stuaents: 7,500.
Ratio of men to women: 8 to 1.
Cars: Not for frosh.
Good news: Principles of Sociology" (SOC 001), "History and Appreciation of Music" (FAR 009),
and the "Undergraduate Dean's
Seminar." Major in business or
management.
Bad news: Philosophy 117.
NOTES: Work diligently at cultivating the proper impressionbored arrogance and casual disarray. Wear white Levi's, madras
shirt, and perfectly polished shoes,
but no socks. Basketball is big, so
go out for sailing. No fraternities
or sororities on campus, and the
dorms have hours for men; get an
npartment immediately. Student
government is fairly serious; accept no office except President of
the Senior Class. Become editor
of The HOYA, the newspaper (forget the JOURNAL). Avoid student hangouts (1789 at 36th and
Prospect and Old Mac's at 34th and
M streets, both in Georgetown).
Alternate between New Mac's and
the Rue Royalle. If you want to
use a Method approach, imagine
that you're simply marking time
until the Government falls and
your family comes back into power.
In the meantime, the school motto
is "Don't rock the boat and we'll
see that you get into grad school."
Believe it. (Rogue Magazine)
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Final Report on Approved Student Activities Budgets, 1965-66
Expected Shared Funds from University Fees, 1965-66:
3,850 Full-time Students at $37.50 ________ $145,375
365 Part-time Students at $20.00 (Est.) __
7,300
Total Estimated Funds Available, 1965-66

$152,675

SUMMARY
Total Estimated Funds Available, 1965-66
Total Expenses:
Supplies & Expense __________ $142,658
Travel & Entertainment ______ 22,742
Equipment __________________
3,937
Total Salaries _______________ 19,260
Total Gross Expenses _____ _
Total Estimated Income: ______ _

$152,675

$188,597
34,485

TOTAL NET EXPENSES _____ _
Total Budgeted OVer Estimated Income

-$

154,112
1,437

Net Exp.
Net Exp.
College Sodality _______ $ 655
Hoya ________________ 14,140
Undergrad. Retreats ___ 26,000
Journal ______________ 2,700
Walsh Area Sodality ___ 1,520
Collegiate Club ________
815
G.U.C.A.P. ___________
750
Collegium Musicum ____
290
G.U. Lay Mission Gp.__ 765
Viewpoint ____________ 2,300
People-to-People ______
500
CONTAC _____________ 1,000
StUd. Commun. Off. ___
181
Protocol --- ___________ 16,700
Washington Club _____
250
Courier ----__________ 15,500
Alpha Sigma Nu ______
450
A.LE.S.E.C. __________
237
Band ________________ 2,891
S.A.M. _______________
375
Chess Club ___________ 200
Italian Club __________
150
Glee Club _____________ 7,650
Japanese Club ________
200
LR.C. ________________ 1,615
Spanish Club _________
53
Mask and Bauble ______ 9,775
Nursing Sc. Retreats ___ 1,995
Caduccus _____________ 2,820
Philodemic Society ____ 6,600
Ye Domesday Booke ___ 15,525
Nursing Sch. Sodality__
250
Total: $134,852

The Young Man
in the Know
knows "Dacron"
and "OrIon".
Counts on slim-cut
slacks of 50% Dacron*
polyester, 50% Orlon*
acrylic to fight wrinkles,
hold a crease through
lots of hard wear. In all
the best colors at fine
stores everywhere.
*Du Pont's registered
trademark.
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Liberal Arts Majors
Announcing the Professional
Qualification Test
for outstanding career appointments to

National Security Agency
Registration Deadline: Wednesday/ October 13
If you expect to receive a liberal arts degree before September 1966, don't miss
this opportunity to qualify for a rewarding career with the National Security
Agency. All liberal arts applicants must take the Professional Qualification Test
(PQT) as a prerequisite to NSA interviews for employment.
THE DEADLINE FOR TEST REGISTRATION IS WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13 . . .
THE TEST ITSELF Will BE GIVEN ON CAMPUS ON SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23.

Challenging Career Program Areas
A unique agency functioning within the Department of Defense, NSA has
a critical need for imaginative people. You can make immediate use of your
college-acquired capabilities without first accumulating years of "experience."
Your specific academic major is of secondary consequence as long as you relish
and meet the challenge of extremely complex research problems that frequently
will take you beyond the known and accepted boundaries of knowledge.
You will work on programs of national importance, in such areas as:
• Cryptography ... the making of codes and ciphers
• Analytic research
• language research
• Data systems design and programming
• Administrative management (finance and accounting, personnel, training, engineering administration)
The PQT Bulletin at your Placement Office outlines these areas further.

Where to go ...What to do
First, pick up a PQT Bulletin at your Placement Office, the sooner the better. It
contains a brief registration form which
must be received in Princeton, N. J. by
October 13. You will then be mailed a
ticket admitting you to the Test on
October 23.
~
Taking and passing the Professional
Qualification Test in no way commits or
obligates you to anything. But we urge
you-even if you are not fully certain of
your career interests-to investigate NSA
opportunities now. The Test will be followed by on-campus interviews with
NSA representatives.
Plea;e note: You must be a U. S. citizen,
subject to a character and loyalty check.

Advancement, Training and Educational Opport!!nities
NSA promotes from within and emphasizes orderly career development, awarding
substantial salary increases as you assume greater responsibility. The environment
is academic, and NSA stimulates professional and intellectual growth in many
ways, including intensive formal and on-the-job training in new disciplines and
methodology. Advanced study at any of seven area universities is partially or
wholly reimbursed through NSA Fellowships and other assistance programs.

Attractive Location and Other Advantages
located between Washington and Baltimore, NSA is also near the Chesapeake
Bay, ocean beaches, ski resorts and other popular summer and winter recreation
areas. The location permits your choice of city, suburban or country living.
Policies relating to vacations, insurance and retirement are fair and liberal-you
enjoy the benefits of Federal employment without the necessity of Civil Service
certification.

nsa

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY

Suite 10, 4435 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
An equal opportunity employer
. .. where imagination is the essential qualification

Intramural Football Wars Begin· Friday
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Spartan Schedule Allows
Amenities for Oarsmen;
Freshmen Learn to Row
by John Bellizzi
HARDER! HARDER! ••. shouts Bill Nash as tackle Frank Lacey
prepares to slam dummy. I.M. season opens Friday with seniors vs.
sophomores.

The crew has set up a Spartan schedule that should bring
Georgetown another Dad Vail
by John Kealy
Championship. The oarsmen
The intramural football schedule starts this weekend have already started their six
with the sophomores meeting the seniors on Friday after- weeks of rowing which are
noon and the juniors battling the freshmen on Saturday followed by alternate days of runmorning.
ning and weight lifting until
All four teams have had two weeks of practice in prep- Christmas. If things go well, they
go home for Christmas. In
aration for their schedule of games. Each class has some wiII
January these hard young men will
outstanding players but the go into the gym for exercises until
main problem is getting suffi- February 22, when they will row
all over the Potomac in preparation
cient experienced depth at the for
their April races.
various positions. Another
important factor is injuries
which now have affected most
by Ed Leary
of the teams.
The Student Athletic Committee held its first meeting
Juniors Team to Beat
of the 1965-66 calendar last
The Juniors look like the team
Thursday in the Student Ac- to beat. This team tied the seniors
tivity Room. Chairman Bill last year for the league championbut were beaten in a playoff.
Scott opened the meeting ship
Their main problem is depth which

Student Athletic Society
Announcing Homecoming
Committee For Football

with the announcement of the formation of this year's" "Homecoming
Committee." This Committee will
be charged with the direction of
the festivities surrounding the
Hoya Homecoming with Fordham
on Nov. 20. The Committee, composed of students from both Main
and East Campuses, outlined plans
for a busy weekend. The festivities
will begin on Friday night with
a rally followed by a dance sponsored by the Walsh Area Junior
Class. Saturday afternoon a parade wiII lead the Hoyas to Kehoe
field to witness GU's triumph over
Fordham's Rams. That night, the
University's Student Councils will
sponsor a victory dance, the proceeds of which will be given to
those sports not recognized by the
University.
Rog & the Rest
The New York Met Club announced at the meeting that it
would provide transportation to the
GU - NYU game of Nov. 13. Representative Roger Colletti told the
SAC that it would schedule transportation to the game on both Friday and Saturday.
'. This year's weekend will sport
Queens representing each of the
area's girl schools as well as a
trophy to be awarded the game's
Most Valuable Player.
Other highlights of the meeting
were the appointment .of Richard
Williams (College '66) as the SAC
Representative to the College Student Council and the announcement
that five hundred dollars had been
donated by the Student Council
Booster Club to the support of
sports here at GU.
Sunday night the College Student Council asked the possibility
of changing the date of the Georgetown-New York University football
game. John Lee, senior class representative pointed out that November 13, the date for the game
in New York was the same day as
law school admittance and graduate record examinations. Lee said
many students and several players
would be affected by the tests, a
prerequisite for graduate study.
Richard Williams, Student Athletic Committee representative, was
asked to report on the feasibility
of re-scheduling the game to Sunday, November 14.

could prove to be their downfall.
But the juniors have some important assets, such as the passing of
Tony Lauinger to Art Carter, the
hard hitting of John Devlin, Happy Fauth and Brian Aspland.
Good Soph Turnout
The sophomores have been the
most talked about team during the
practice sessions. They have had
an excellent turnout and appear to
have some good backs. But this
team as freshmen had a bad year
and were not able to win a game.
In addition to this, Jerry Casey,
their star tackle, is still recovering
from an injury and Rusty Shippa,
the quarterback has had knee trouON THE BARGE
ble. A combination of these factors
will stop the team. from going all
Last year's Russo-Georgetown
the way.
style of rowing has been set aside
for a higher, more uniform stroke.
The oarsmen wil row at between
40 and 42 strokes per minute over
the one and one quarter mile
FOOTBALL FRIDAY!
course. The old recovery motion,
which was divided into a slow part
and a fast part, has been scrapped
3:30 Seniors vs. Sophs for
one smooth motion of getting
into the next stroke as fas as possible. It is necessary to row at such
a high beat to take advantage of
SATURDAY-10 A.M.
the design of the German-made
Karlisch oars.

Juniors vs. Frosh
The seniors have a potentially
fine backfield with Tom Heffner,
Tony Cigarran, and Don Vrendenburgh. The line has two standouts
in Colly Court and Breen Condon.
Injuries to key experienced players
like Mark Winter and Jim O'Connell will hurt the ball club. However the biggest disadvantage the
seniors have is their lack of depth.

95 69'eJ:s

The ninety-five frosh who have
turned out for crew are now being
groomed for a challenging season.
As well as learning how to row,
they are lending a hand in the
main tenance of the boats and in
the general duties that face a completely student-managed group. By
their first race they will probably
have some sort of weird desire to
make their wOl'k payoff in a victory.
Roster

Frosh?
It is dangerous to put a freshman team in last place because
they always have a good turnout
and show a lot of enthusiasm. But
this is the first time they will be
playing as a team and this is their
first year in the league so it is
difficult to know exactly what potential they have.

The schedule, although still uncertain, should be larged and more
challenging than in previous seasons. Georgetown should be breaking into some exclusive regattas
and coming home with the shirts of
prestigious schools. Let's hope that
the prizes include twenty-seven
Northeastern jerseys and the Dad
Vail Cup.

Perry, O'Reilly Lead
Hoya X-'Country Team.
by Luke Pittoni
With the first meet only slightly more than a week
away it is beginning to become apparent who the contenders
for the seven positions on the Vanity Cross-Country team
are. Returning from last year's IC-4A Championship team
are two seniors, Paul Perry and Captain Eamon O'Reilly
and two juniors, Co-Captain Ricardo Urbina and Yuri
Sajewycz. Perry and O'Reilly
will be ready for the opening
competition; however, Urbina
and Sajewycz propably will
E.I.G.~
not be in competitive form
for a few weeks as both are
just recovering from knee ailments.
by Brian Greenspun
Reinforcing these seasoned vet-

Shaw Ties For Medalist
In
•. Qualifying
Finals On long Island

Ed Shaw, a senior from
Elmira, New York, braved
strong winds and a somewhat
soggy Annapolis golf course
Saturday, to tie for the low
medalist honors in the qualifying round of the Eastern Collegiate Golf Championships. The
championships are to be played
at the Bethpage Park Golf Course
on Long Island Oct. 16.
Shaw shot a 76 on the windswept Annapolis course which tied
him for the low-medalist award
and a trip to the finals of the
E.I.G.A. in New York.
Three other Hoya golfers made
the trip to Annapolis but only the
team's captain, Dan Beldan, came
close to making the· ten man qualifying team for the finals. He
finished 11th.

erans are Tom Mizzone, who possibly is in the best condition of
anyone on the team at the present
and Jim McDermott, 1964 IC4A
Frosh Cross-Country Champion
who was out last year for medical
reasons. McDermott is considered
a key in this year's defense. Other
Junior contenders coming back
strongly from Sophomore injuries
are Blaine Vetter and Peter
LeConte.
Add to that formidable array of
distance men the upcoming sophomores Tom Connors, best Hoya
placer in the Frosh Championships
last year; Bob Zieminsky, perhaps
one of the best middle-distance
prospects ever at Georgetown and
also a fine Cross-Country runner,
and Greg Miccozi, a consistent
yearling placer.

Granted there does not seem to
be anyone capable of matching the
remarkable individual performance
of Joe Lynch, but team depth and
strength, assuming full recovery
of Urbina and Sajewycz, is even
better than last year and could provide the necessary ingredient for
Among the teams playing in the another championship team.
qualifying round for the Southern
Division of the E.I.G.A. were
In an interview with the HOYA
Navy, Penn State, Penn, Villanova, earlier in the week, Captain Eamon
Cornell, American, Wilkes, and O'Reilly voiced cautious optimism
Delaware.
that with team spirit at continued
Two teams and the ten low high levels a successful defense of
medalists make the trip to New the IC4A Championship in November was certainly possible and an
York for the finals.
improvement in last year's comparThe. next match this fall will be
ably poor showing in the NCAA
with the Georgetown Alumni. This
will be the last match this fall and Championships likely. He said that
play will resume in the spring the calibre of the IC4A member
months with the Hoya links men teams is so high this year that the
looking for their first winning sea- best teams there might very well
son in over ten years.
be the best in the Nation.
Beldan explained, "The reason
the scores were so high is that
there was a very strong wind
there." He continued, "We were
also playing on a wet course because of heavy rains the day before."
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Non-varsity Pigskin
Atrophies Annually
According to Nash
by RichaTd Williams
Intramural tackle football
at Georgetown is nearing its
end, Bill Nash, coach of the
junior team said recently.
The third-year student at
the law center and prefect in

Dick Gregory Guards
Soccer Goals of Hoyas
by Andy Gallaghe1'
"It takes horses to run a race." That was the comment
of Georgetown soccer coach Bill Lauritzen after watching
his men work out in the rain last Friday afternoon, in
preparation for their opening game October 5.
Lauritzen stated that he has about 27 players now, and
will eventually cut the team down to 20 or so. Some of the
top players include right halfback Paul Kennedy, fullback
Frank McDonald, and Mike
Veltzen, up from last year's
frosh squad. Coach Lauritzen
said he was lucky to have
Georgetown baseball suf- found a good goalie in Dick
fered three consecutive de- Gregory, and a capable reserve
feats this past week, tying one in John Hanrahan. Since the
team has only had a few practices,
one game which had to be Lauritzen
still was unfamiliar with
called because of darkness.
some of the new players on the
On Saturday the Hoyas squad, and was thus unable to give

Darkness Saves Tie
For Baseball Team
In Winless Streak

met visiting American University
for a doubleheader. Starting pitcher was soph Ron Lewnendowski,
who was followed by Dave Ingram
and Jake Gibbons.
The Hoyas
managed three long triples, including one by John Vitols that placed
the Hoyas ahead, 6-5, temporarily.
Rick McLaughlin also hit for a
three-bagger.
The second game, started by Bud
Zimmer, had to be called after
seven innings because of darkness.
The score stood at 2-2. Pitcher
Chris Lyons hurled two hitless
innings before night set in.
Sunday saw visiting St. John's
make shambles of Georgetown hitting and pitching. The Redmen
won both ends of the doubleheader,
7-2 and 7-3. Tom Sullivan went
the distance for the Hoyas, who
managed but one hit against St.
John's Wally Witowski. Only five
of the opposition runs were earned.
The second game, with Larry Lenhardt pitching the distance, saw
Rick McLaughlin smack the ball
over four-hundred feet into the
football field for a three-run homer
that gave the Hoyas a temporary
3-2 lead.
It must be mentioned here that
only one of eight starters from the
previous season have returned. A
number of basketball players have
decided to return to the game this
spring, including Jim Brown, Mike
Keesey, Dennis Cesar and others.

a complete evaluation of his men.
A factor hampering the team is
the condition of the Lower Field,
which still lacks that green stuff
known as grass, and is full of rocks
and stones. Last year, the field
was so poor that Georgetown had
to play its "home" games at American U. Lauritzen used the word
"miserable" to describe the field's
status.
As for the schedule, Lauritzen
said that Towson and Howard
would probably be among the
toughest tests. The slate includes
such regulars as Loyola and Catholic; fortunately, powerful Maryland has been dropped. This year,
GW has its first intercollegiate
soccer squad, and the Hoyas will
meet them on Oct. 19 at home.
Optimist
Lauritzen is far from optimistic
about his club's chances. "They
don't really have a strong point,"
he said. "Really, we have a weak
club. A lot of them are new at the
game and lacking in basic skills.
It's difficult to teach a boy basic
skills when he gets to be 19 or
20." Lauritzen also feels this club
is not as good as last year's.
Nevertheless, at least the Hoyas
have a home field to play on. That's
more than last year's squad had.

"A MOVIE THAT YOU SHOULD
NOT MISS!" -JUDITH CRIST-on NBC·TV "TODAY" show
JosePH e.leVlne Pre'ems
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New South said he did not believe the university should have
intramual tackle play. He said
he was disappointed in the turnout. About 100 student are out
for the four teams.
"There are about 15 seniors
practicing and our squad is about
the same. With that number you
can't hope to learn anything at
alL"
Nash said great interest in intercollegiate football was indisputable, but that intramural attendance was indicative of the
apthy class play created. He said,
however, there was class rivalry
among the players.
Nash and John Murray will
again coach Georgetown's intercollegiate entry and the experience gained last year will be valuable.
"John and I are all set," Nash
said. "We have enough timethree weeks-to prepare for the
game. All we need is weighted
bodies. Without the intramural
play the boys would be more willing to work out and we would
know more what we had if we
could get them all together. Unlike last year, though, John and I
can coach and scout the players
with a definite eye to the games
with Fordham and New York universities."
Most sports observers at Georgetown believed that intramural play
was dying before the administration scheduled last year's intercollegiate game as an incentive to
the players.
Nash agreed and said that there
would always be a hard core of
students eager to play football,
though not always enough to staff
four teams safely-in proper shape
with minimal injuries.
"In my opinion," the graduate
of Bowdoin College said, "flag football is better for intramurals. In
tackle, to play well and safely
you need attendance and practice
rules. Some boys object to that
but they seem to go all out for
the free, easy pace of the flag
league."

Loew's EMBASSY
flORIDA AT CONNECTICUT· DU 7·1344

BILL NASH
At Bowdoin, Nash saw the type
of football envisioned for Georgetown in the planning of the Student Athletic Committee the last
five years. There were enough
players to enjoy the game, field
a representative, low-pressure program and draw about 4,oob spectators on a Saturday afternoon.
For the Hoyas, Nash said he
would like to see expansion to a
four-game schedule next year with
an eventual move to eight contests.
He cited the number of schools
in the East experimenting with
football in the Georgetown mold,
but added a note of warning about
the ambitious and costly plans at
Fordham.
"These guys aren't a bunch of
lackeys out there," Nash said of
the Georgetown players. "We've
got two tough games but we will
do well and will hold our own."

L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _WITH WADE HALABI'----'

Steve Benedek.
That tall, green-eyed monster with the sharp teeth and
wicked whip. That short, stocky human with hair turning
gray with age and tension. That sharp dictator: "Sttrraitten
yourr legs!" Tha:t great coach and eternal optimist: "Watch
that boy make the Olympics!"
This is Benedek's fifth year in charge of track and crosscountry. With him has come repeated success, Georgetown's
great all-time performances, Georgetown's moments of glory.
With him has come Georgetown's true Olympic material.
Himself an Olympic Gold Medal winner (four Olympics
ago, in the modern pentathlon), he envisions the day (September 1968) when Georgetown will field an Olympic champion.
With Benedek has come criticism. Criticism of his long
and exacting training methods. Criticism because his men
have suffered injuries repeatedly. Criticism of his disciplinary action. But time and again he has emerged victorious;
he has been defended by his runners, praised by his colleagues, boosted by his record.
"What I ask of my boys," he once said, "is desire. With
it they'll be great, without it, nothing." What he demands
of his boys is character. His training methods are European
-Le. long, twice daily. The cross-country season has its
fifteen and twenty mile days, the track season its six and
ten mile days. Hours are long. He does not say it, but the
freshmen must realize that the first year need not be one of
outstanding performance. The first year must be one of
strengthening, of adaptation, of preparation. Great performances wiII come in the varsity days.
Benedek's great shortcoming is psychological. He does
not pamper. "A boy knows when he is doing well. Let him
look at his times. Let him sense the inner satisfaction of
doing well." But this does not always succeed. It is easy
to fall sick, to feel exhausted. The season runs right through
the school year, September to June. But Benedek is softening, "softening with old age," as an ex-runner said.
With graduation comes a realization by his athletes that
what he demanded was a test of will power. Of boys he
forms men-his "graduates" exhibit a strength of character,
an ability to meet challenge and succeed. This is a characteristic one can sense, almost touch when in his charges'
presence. It is a great competitive spirit. Keep it up.

HOYA NOTES: He said it: Upon hearing that social (and
related) activities were to be curtailed come basketball season, a squad member is said to have passed the word: "Pack
it in while you can!" ... A correction: Joe Rogers, the swimming coach, who was reported in this column to have 'matriculated' has actually been lured to coach American University. . . . Rogers has often been listed among the top ten
coaches in the United States. . . . Georgetown Prep, which
has fostered many Georgetown athletes, finally lost a football game, their second loss in over three years. . . . Coach
Tom O'Keefe is reported to have received a new three-year
contract over the summer. Congratulations. . . . Dave McCann, former track runner, can now be found at Groovy's
Cinematheque-as a waiter. . . . John Prendergast, captain
of last year's basketball squad, is presently taking a number
of science courses here at Georgetown.
As mentioned elsewhere in the sports pages, the date
of the New York University football game has been questioned. The present date, Saturday, November 13, coincides
with law school admittance and graduate record examinations. Best alternative presented is Sunday, November 14.
An informal poll shows Georgetown students nearly four-toone in favor of'a full return to non-scholarship collegiate
baJI, wit heither six or eight games as an eventual schedule.
Nineteen Hoyas were found to favor the expansion, while
only five preferred the present set-up. Nearly all believed
Georgetow nshould experiment with a three or four game
schedule for at least two or three years before further expansion ... The frosh soccer squad, under Coach Bert Mezo,
is provin gto be a near-equal match for the varsity ... Twosport men are returning to Georgetown. Mike Keesey and
Dennis Cesar, sophomore basketball guards, are both planning to play baseball this spring.
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Sailing Assoc. Wins
Phila. Sunday Regatta
Upsetting U. of Penn

f.,..

I'i

!'i

by Fercal O'Hanlin
The Georgetown Sailing
Association got the season off
to an excellent start with a
victory in a Pentagonal Regatta in Philadelphia Sunday.
Hoya mariners Paul Disario
and Dick Jensen began slowly but
warmed up sufficiently to upset
favored Penn by 4 points. "A"
Division skipper Disario started off
the day with a fourth, but soon
warmed up to the boats and the
puffy wind conditions to end the
day with a 4-2-2-1-1 record.

The Philadelphia regatta was
the first in a strenuous schedule
that will take the Hoya varsity
and frosh teams to regattas in the
by Tony Rugg
Mid-Atlantic states in boats ranging from forty foot yawls at the
The Cheerleading squad is back. Bigger. Better.
Naval Academy to the Associa- Stronger. And quite healthy.
tion's own twelve foot Tech Dinks.
Thursday a week ago, twenty-two girls assembled in
Included in this year's varsity are
last year's frosh, twice Mid-At- the Gym for the try-outs. Among those who bronght special
lantic champions. However, the seeing glasses for the purpose of judging were Father
Association is plagued by a problem that threatens its very exist- Gerard Brown, moderator of the squad, John Kelly, coAmong the requirements used
ence, for the U.S. Government- captain of the yell-leaders,
owned marina where the Hoyas and John Molony, also co- for selection were four cheers, a
split, a cartwheel and jumps. Girls
dock their boats has decided to
end free use of its facilities and captain. Other judges were were judged on poise, personality,
of Women Patricia pep, voice, coordination-and apcharge the Association $70 per Dean
month to dock its boats. $840 Rueckel; and co-cap'tains of pearance.
The Cheerleaders plan to travel
from the Association's $1000-peryear budget will cause this very cheerleaders Linda Blood and to N.Y.U. for the football game.
active Association and varsity Nancy Peters. Both Peters and They'll be there, of course, when
Georgetown meets Fordham on the
sport to sell all its equipment and Blood are sophomore GUNS.
Competition for the twelve spots Upper Field. Their presence is
fold ... unless the University takes
'Some very quick action, either (and one alternate) was fairly planned for pep rallies and the
sharp.
basketball games.
persuasive or financial.
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I(elly, Molony Captain
Healthiest Vocalizers
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RESERVE YOUR KINNEY CAR
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FOR FAll FESTIVAL NOW!
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WEEKEND SPECIAL

I
I

SEDANS: $15.00 plus .10 per mile

COMPACTS: $12.50 plus .07 per mile

I:

Call
338-8975
638-3435
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON TILL MONDAY MORNING
Includes free gas, $100 deductible insurance and free
parking at any of the 100 PMI lots
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Does ---- -this
,
spot -- ---feel sticky?
,/
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/'

A Honda is a slim 24"
at the widest point. This
narrows down the hunt for
a parking space considerably.
You can
slide into almost any shady spot.
Like just
outside of English Lit. Hondas fit into slim budgets too.
Prices start about $215*. Gas goes farther, up to 200 mpg
on some models. And cutting your wheels in half does just
about the same thing for insurance costs. Or more.
This is the sporty Super 90 with its distinguished T -bone
frame. Tops 60 mph. Just one of the 15 Honda models that
make other campus transportation strictly for the birds.
See the Honda representative on your campus or write:
American Honda Motor Co., Inc., Department C1, 100
West Alondra Boulevard,
r-'\ I\..
Gardena, California 90247.
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world's biggest seller!

NEITHER DOES OLD SPICE STICK DEODORANT
Dries as it applies .. , in seconds. And stays dry! Gives
you fast, _ . comfortable . . . dependable deodorant
protection, Lasting protection you can trust. Try It,
Old Spice Stick Deodorant for Men 1,00 plus tax,
SHULTON

I

I

*plus dealer's set-up and transportation charges
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Call
338·8975
638-3435
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IN CONCERT

Kingston Trio
Saturday, October 30 - 8:30 p.m.

McDonough Gymnasium

Tickets: $2.75, $3.50, $4.25
on sale at
Walsh Lobby 10-3 p.m.

Stump 10-3 p.m.
New South 4:30-6:30 p.m.

